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Abstract of th e Dis ser t a tion
PROBLEM: Because of th e detrimen t al ef fe ct s of so cial
isolation on c hild re n's achieveme nt, peer rel a tions and
self-i mage , there is a need for an effective cla ssr oom
organizational progra m which will re duce t he num ber of
isolates and fring e iso·lates among e ·le mer.ta ry sch ool
children. .
·
PURPOSE: Since Poirier's team learnin g exposes t he isolate
to a high incidence of social in tera ct io n, i t was t he
objective of this study to investiga te the ef fec tiv e ness of
Poirier's team learning in improving t he socio met ric
standing of ch il dr en identified as social isolates and fringe
social isolates in the elementary school.
PROCEDURES: Twe nty -two r andomly selected cl asse s were
selected from six San Fra ncisco Bay Area s cho ol districts.
The teachers of th e e leven experim enta l classes w~re given
inservice trai ning in the principles of Poiri e r's team
learning. For approximately five months, t he chi ldren i n
the experi me ntal cl asses were organized into l ea rning tcums
of five to six students. Each t ea~·w or ked together on ·
assignments. The children in each t eam were instructed to
help one another whene ver possible. Ea ch gr oup re ceive d
team points f er their coll ective efforts. Re war ds were often
given. Cooperative competition between t eams was e ncouraged.
,1\11 children were given Georgi a Sachs Adams' s oci omet ric
surveys to determ ine their sociometric standing. The chisquare was used to test the effect of Poirier's team learnin g
on the rejection of social isolates and highl y rejected f ri nge
social isolates. The ana l vsis of varianc e was used to test
the effec t of Poirier's te~m learning on the intensity of
rejection of the fringe social isolate by his peers.
FINDINGS: No significant difference was found to exist
between the number of isolates in the e xp erime nta l group and
those in the control group . No signific a nt difference was
found to exist between the number of is olates and highly
rejected isolates combined in the ex per i me ntal group and
those in the control group. A significant difference was
found to exist between the mean of the scores of the fringe
isolates of the experimental group and that of the control
group. However, this difference was the direct antithesis
of that ant1cipated by the researcher a nd indicated _~hat
classe s in the st~dy us~__poit·ier~-!_~_? m_ lear·nino ha d:.
s i g n i f i c a n t 1 y mo r e i s o__l_~ t e s-· i n t hem t h a n d i d c 1 a s s e s no t
usinq Poirier's team learninq.
CONCLUSIONS: The finding~ reject the hypothesis th e Poirier
classes would have significantly fewer social isolates in them.

On the contrary , although not stat isti ca ll y sig nificant , the
team l ea rning classes had more iso l ate s in them tha n did the
control class es . The findings also r e jected t he hypothesis
that Poirier classes woul d ha ve sig nificant l y fewer isolates
and highly rej e cted social fring e iso lates co mb i ne d in them
than classes not using Poirie r 's team learning. Aga in,
although not significant , the classes using Poirier's tea m
learning had more isolat es and hig hl y rej ected f ringe isolates
in them than did t he control group cla sses. The findings
rejected the hypothesis that Poiri e r cl asse s wou ld have
fringe isolates with significantly hig he r socia l acceptance
scores than those ,children in classes not using Poirier's
team learning. In fact, the converse was true . Fringe
isolates in Poirier classes had si gnificantly lower social
acceptance scores than those in the control c l asses. This
was the direct antithesis of the assum ptions o f this study.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Four f urther investigations
are recommended: (1) Experiment to ascertain t he effect of
competition on social isolates. (2) Experim en t to ascertain
what changes, if any, occur in social acceptance within a
learning team frcim the time it is organized to its deactivation.
(3) Experiment to ascertain what effect pl aci ng less socially
accepted children with those who have no minat ed th em on a
sociometric survey will have on social status. (4) Experiment
to ascertain what effect to social status model-reinforcement
group counseling would have.
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Chapter 1

THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STU DY
INTRODUCTION
Guinouard and Rychlak (1965) view human

beha ~? i or

as both "cause

and effect'' in the social milieu within which the i ndividual develops.
The dual role, particularly true of personality patterns, plays a vital
part in the relationship betv1een the individual and t1 is peers.

Be-

havioral scientists recognize that peer rejection ca n be detrimental to
the personal and social adjustmen t of an individual

~m d

often contributes to a retardation of their learning.

in children
Additionally,

poor performance in school work can contribute to the rejection of a
child by his peers (Stevens, 1962).

Busswell (1953) f ound that the

isolate children he studied generally achieved below grade level while
Guinouard and Rych.lak (1965) found that the isolate children they
studied had less self-confidence than their socially accepted peers.
The peer rejection which contributes to the r etarded academic
performance of many isolates becomes an obstacle which the classroom
teacher must attempt to overcome if he is to successfully deal with the
learning problems of the isolate.
Yet the study by Merl E. Bonney (1971) of North Texas S-tate
University indicates that none of the "conventional" approaches to
solving the problems of the isolate child in our elementary schools has
worked.

In this study, the most commonly sug gested "solutions" to the
l

2

problem of the isolate child were tes t ed and none were found to have
made a significant difference in reducing the degree of isolation of
the children studied.
Chapter 2.

A complete list of these Solutions appear·s in
11

11

It should be noted, however, that Bonney did not investigate

long-term team learning, the focus of the present study, as an approach
to reducing isolation in the classroom.
Amidon, Hoffman, and Foriano (1963, 1964) allude to carefully
selected learning groups as a possible solution to the problem of severe
child isolation.

They suggest that if the isolate child were placed in

a learning group where his abilities and talents were actually needed
and where the group as a whole could not succeed without them, the degree
of isolation of the isolate child would be reduced.
One of the most meticulously thought-out plans for team learning
at the elementary school level is that of Gerard Poirier s (Poirier,
1

1970).

Poirier has had noteworthy success in establishing team learning

in the San Francisco Bay Area as an alternate form of organization for
the elementary school classroom.

Although not specifically designed to

aid in the reduction of isolates in the classroom, Poirier 1 s learning
teams which he terms,

11

micro-societies

regard to talents and abilities.

11
,

are carefully balanced

~vith

Since the learning teams are in co-

operative competition with the other learning teams in the class, the
members of each team are placed in the position of needing the co-operation and talents of each of the other team members.

Thus, out of ne-

cessity, the members of each group must interact and cooperate.

3

THE PROBLEM
The introduction briefly cited the detrimental effects of
social isolat'ion on the elementary school child.

Social isolation

\'las

viewed as being injuriou s to the social and personal adjustment of the
incJ·ividuar, re ta rding his learning and causing him to. be less selfconfident ~ than

his peers . Team learning was alluded to as a possible

solution to the reduction of social isolation in the classroom.
This study proposes to investigate t he ef f ect of team learning
on social iso·lation in the elementary school.

Statement of the Problem
The pre: sen t st udy ·j s de s igned to t est th e effcc t i veness of
Poirier 1 s t eam learnin g in

r~duc i n g

the numbe r of isolates and fringe

isol ate s in s e l ected el ementary sch ool se tt ings a.nd the intensity of
isolation of t ho se children identified as isolate and fringe isolate.

Because of the detrimental

~ffects

achiev ement,on their peer relations and

of isolat i on on children

self-image~

1

S

there is a need for

an effective classroom organizational prog ram which wi l l reduce the
number of ·isolates and f ringe ·isolates among elementary school ::hilclren.
The effective ness of Poirier s team learning tn reduc i ng the number of
1

isola te s an d t he intens ity of isolation of those children identif ·ied as
isolates is yet to be discovered.

Hmvever, its adaptability to most of

the daily subjects and organization of the el eme ntary school day will
expose t he i sol ate t o a hi gh incidence of soc i al interact ion. Since in
team l ea r ni ng, t he i sol ate is a need ed member of th e

g ro ~ p

and si nce

4

Amidon, Hoffman, and Forlctno (1953, 1964) believe that being so needed
is an essential

el~nent

in reducing isolation in the classroom, Poirier•s

team learning does shov.1 promise of reducing chi":d isolation.
latio~ship

reported

This re-

of team learning to child isolation should be examined and

ur~on.

PURPOSES OF 1'HE STUDY
The first obj 2ctive of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of Po·irier•s teaxn

lea~"ning

in improving the sociometric stand-

ing of children identified as isol ates and fringe isolates in the
elementctry school.
The second objectiv~ of this study is to investigate the ~ffec~

tiveness of Poirier's team learning in reducing the number of isolates
and fringe isolates i:-1 the elementary schoo·i.
HYPOTI-IESF.S

Hypotheses \•ihich this study determir.ed to support or reject
include:
!::!YP.iiJ.he2_f.?_]_.

Classes organized upon

and procedures of Poirier•s teaJTl learning

tht-~
~tiili

pri nci pies
ha'/2

significnntly fH~er socia.l isolates in them as a result of
team learning as measured by sociometries than classes not
using Poirier•s team learning .
.t!Y.2.f~~~~-~j_s 2_.
Classes organized upon the pri nci p1es and
procedures of Poirier•s team learning will hJve significantly
fewer social isolates and highly rejected fringe isolates in
them us a result of team learning as measured by sociometries
than classes not using Poirier's team learning.
~y~-!.b~st_~}_.
Fringe sccia l isolates in classes o;·gan·ized
upon the pr inciples and procedures of Poirier's team learning
wil l be significantly less inte~ sel y re jected as a result
of team learning as measured by soci omc~tri1.: s than fr ·inge social
·isolate~; in class es not using Poi r ier•s team learnina.

5

ASS UMPTIONS AND LI MITAT IONS
The study is based upon several assumptions and li mitations.
These are as follows:
Assumptions
1.

The Georgia Sachs Adams• sociogram is an adequ ate
measuring tool to identify social isolate and
fringe isolate children at the elementary school
level.

2.

After having been selected at random, teachers
subjected to inservice training will be able to
implement the principles and procedures of Poirier•s
team learning.
·

3.

Social isolation is detrimental to the social and
personal adjustment of an individ~al.

4.

While causes for social isolation mig ht ori gina te
in settings other than the school, t he school is
in the best position to reduce the degr.ee of social
isolation of the isolate and fringe isolate child.

Limitations
1.

Limitations exist in the selectivity of the grades
chosen for the study, namely, grades three, four
and five.

2.

Not taken into account in this study, is the possible
correlation of children•s academic achievement wi.th
sociometric standing.

3.

The variability of the teachers• ability to conceptualize
and subsequently to implement in the classroom the
principles and procedures of Poirier•s team learning,
constitutes a limitation.

4.

The degree of willingness of the students to participate
in the team learning process, constitutes a l·imitation.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Terms applicable to this study were defined as follows:

6

l.

Ba_la_nced~l!P2.·
Poirier's formula for creat·ing balanced
team learning teams includes, in so far as possible, equal
numbers of average, above average and below average
students in the following areas: academic capabil-ity,
creative capability and social capability, less important,
but also taken into consideration, are: frequency of
absence, daydreanring, weakness of oral work, immatur ·ity,
boisterousness, speaking out of turn, sporadic completion
of hornE~\,Jork, poor attitude, shyness, isolation, tendency
to make fl~equent excuses, reliability, honesty and
leadership potential (Poirier, 1970).

2.

Cla.sst'oom atmosphere. The term 11 Classroorn atrnosphere 11
-irnpl.ies--anything that helps the students to learn,
and it replaces terms like control, authoritarianism,
and discipline. According to Poirier, classroom
atmosphere does not condone uncontrolled or permissive
behavior. It takes in (Poirier, 1970):
(a) citizenship,
(b) honor code,
(c) respect for others,
· (d) willingness to cooperate and participate,

(e) social responsibility for the society of
today and tomorrow.

3.

Cooperative competition.

Poirier's term to
de::.cn be the p: esence of a rd gh degree of
coope('at"J on amon~J members of the same 1earning
team while they are engaged in competit·i on wHh
other teams. It includes good sportsmanship
tov1ard members of the other teams \•Jhile at the
same time possess ·ing a high degree of e~_Ei!.. Q§..
~9.XQ?.. within the team (Poirier, 1970) ,

4.

fr_i_~_j sol a.~~ chu_Q_.

5.

~J..gb.ll' rej_r:.~Jed_jri!1~~-o-~_te.

6.

l_!1_te!!.~~LtY__9_f_.!_"'_~_j_ectJ..Q!.l_·

7.

Isolate child. Those children rece1v1ng no nominations
i'rom--:.Chefr- classmates on the Georgia Sachs Adams' sociometric survey.

Those children falling
at or be 1O\'/ the tvJenty-fourth petcentil e on the
Georgia Sachs Adams' sociometric survey.
For the purpose of th·is
study, a child who receives only one nomination on the
Georgia Sachs Adams' sociogram.

The degree to l•lhi ch a child ·is
isolated from his peers as measured by the total number
of times he is chosen on the Georgi a Sachs .D. dams' soci ametric survey (the fewer the choices, the greater the
intensity of isolation).

7

8. Learni!_l_g_team . A gro up of students (u sual ly
f rom f ou r t os i x) 1t1ho \•Jork as a t eam to ~va rd a
common l earni ng goa l. Each team i s ba l anced i n
the agg reg ate stud ent qua li ties t o repre sent
the s t rengths and we ak ness es of t he en tire cl ass .
Team l earni ng i nvo l ves a coopera tive-compe ti t i ve
approach t o l ea r ning, an d provides both an avenu e
for indivi dual ized tea chi ng by redet ermining t he role
of the t eache r and a meth od for indi vi du al i zi ng
learning by more ac ti ve partic i pa t ion of t he
students (Pbiri er , 1970 ).
.
·
9. Qpen plan school. A school with f e \~Jer wa ll s
separating cl as srooms . St udents fr eq uentl y move
from one area in th e school to anoth er t o attend
class and to use facilit ies. Students are i nstructed by more t han one teach er and often t imes ,
by several. An open pl an school may organize its
teachers into teams or it may have t hem t ea ch a
subject speciality.
10. Rewards.

Poirier f ee ls that most team versu s team
competition requires a reward at its co nclu s i on.
He feels that the type of re\'iard give n i s a
personal mat t er to be ha ndled by t he t eacher and
the c'las s . He su ggests, however , that t he decis ion
on the matter be r eached throu gh a con sens us among
the tea che r and the members of the mi cro- soc i eti es.
Typical rewa rds su ggested by Poi r i er ar e:
(a) being awarded a
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

(i)

jOb in the class room
such as window monitor;
having the right to be fir st in some
future activity enjoyed by th e children;
being allowe d t o perform f or the rest
of the class in a dr ama product i on;
being allowed to do someth i ng special
for the rest of the class such as
baking cookies for the cla ss ;
being awarded a special certificate
of merit;
having the team S work dis played on
the bulletin board;
being declared the winner of the
competition;
having the ri ght to five extra minutes
of recess on the day of th eir choice;
having the privilege of having lunch
with the teacher.
11

11

1

11. Self-contained class room. A graded cl as sroom i n which
all or nearly all t he sub jects are ta ught by one te ac her.
Some minor exchange of students between two or more

8

self-contained-classroom teachers may occur to
capitalize on the subject strengths of teachers.
However, the majority of the instruction occurs
within the homeroom under the direction of the
homeroom teacher.

12.

Soct~~r~~· The tally form used to record the
responses of children to the sociometric survey.

13. _Socjgn_1etric ~~_r_ve.'t'_. The sociometric instrument
used to evaluate relationships .within a group.

For the purpose of this study, the Georgia Sachs
Adams' sociogram will be used (Adams~ 1964).
le_Q_g_~_r_.
The student se·lected by the teacher
to be the leader of his or her team. Students
are generally allowed to be team l ea ders for six
to ten weeks before a new leader is appointed by
the teacher. During the course of the school
year, most of the students in the team will have
an opportunity to be team leader. The selection
of the first team leader is considered crucial,
however~ and great pains are taken to insure the
proper selection according to Poirier's recommendations. Poirier lists the following qualities
the teacher should look for in his selection of
the first team leader (Poirier, 1970):

14. Team

(a) excellent cr better-than-average grades;
(b) ability to command respect of peers;
(c) ability to communicate knmvledg2, i.e.,

to "teach" others;
fd'
~
J ability to motivate others,

i.e.~ to
kindle the desire to learn;
{e) ability to maintain a classl'oom
atmosphere in the family (team) unit;
(f) ability to work well with others - to
interact;
(g) a "blending" personality - (shy students
may also make good leaders).

Poirier lists the responsibilities of a team leader as follows
(Poirier, 1970):
(a) maintain the classroom atmosphere
within his team;
(b) assume res pons ibil ity for each member
of his team;
(c) develop concern for each member;
(d) further the growth of empathy among
team members;
(e) permit each team member to express himself;

9

(f) work with the tea cher as an ally;
(g) move toward self-enrichment ;
(h) implemen t the honor code in his team.
15. Team t eachinq.

A teaching organiza tio n under
which tv10 or more teachers are respon sibl e for
the instructio n of the same students. · Teaching
respon sibi lities for the same subj ect may be
jointly shared or each teacher may specialize
in certain subject areas.
SUMMARY

This first chapter outlined the probl em of soci al isolation in
the elementary school.

It noted the cause- effect relationship among

social isolation and retarded achievement and poor self-concept.

It

also noted that social isolation has a detrimental effec t upon t he
social and personal adjustment of the individual.
Efforts made by educators· and researchers to reduce the degree
of social isolation of rejected child ren were reviewed.

Special note

was taken of the efforts made by Amidon, Hoffman, and Forlano (1963;
1964) to treat social isolation using stud ent teamin g models.
Poirier's team learning was described as one of the most me ticulously
thought-out plans for student · team learning.

It was

furth ~ r

noted that

Poirier's team learning had not been tested by researchers as to its
effects of social isolation.
The chapter sets forth a statement of the problem, importance
of the problem, hypotheses to be tested, assumptions and limitations
upon which the study was based and defined the important terms related
to the study.
Four additional chapters complete the remainder of the study.
A review of current literature is included in chapter 2.

Chapter 3
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deals with the source of the data used as well as the research design
and statistical procedures.

Chapter 4 presents an analysis and inter-

pretation of the obtained data.

The fifth chapter contains a general

summary, concl usions, and recornmendat'ions for further study.

Chapter 2
REV l HI OF THE LITERlHURE REL.A.TEO TO THE STUDY

Selected literature pertaining _to the study is presented below
in four specific areas:

(1) characteristics of the isolate child, (2)

the behavior of the social

isolate~

(3) attempts to reduce social

isolation, and (4) the effect of team learning on social isolation.

CHARACTERISliCS OF THE ISOLATE CHILD
The

liter ature relating to

the

characteristics of the ·isolate

child is discuss ed below under six headings .

the following:

·rhese sections deal with

(1) intelligente and the isolate

chi1d~

(2) emotional

stability and the isolate child, (3) physical appearance and the i solate
child, (4) anti-social behavior and the isolate child, (5) school and
recreational interest and the isolate child, and (6) sex roles and the
isolate chi1d.
Int~!]_~~ence

and the Isolate Child

Sociometric status has beEn found to be positively correlated
with intelligence.

In a 1957 study, Richards found a positive cor-

relation bebveen intelligence and sociometric status of from .21 to .63.

He concluded:
The reiat·lonship of ability, achievement and personality
stability t o sociometric status are complex, but the study
suggests ~hat the most highly accepted pupils are generally
those with t he most stable pe rs onalities and those most
likely to be succeeding in their school wor k.
11

12

Merl E. Bonney in a study conducted i n 1944 found a correlation
coefficient of .34 for the third grade students he studied, a correlation
coefficient of . 31 for the fourth graders and a correlation coefficient
of .45 for the f ifth graders.

Bonney concluded:

Althoug h these correlations leave no doubt about there
being a pos i t-ive relationship between popularity and degree
of brightness in the groups studied, they neverth eless
certainly are not high enough to permit accurate predictions
from one measurement to the other. Obvi ousl y , there must be
many excepti ons to the general"ly pos"itive trend shown by the
coefficients.
The reason why a few children can achieve a high degree
of social success in spite of serious handi caps in intelligence and home background are undoubtedly to be found
in the structure of their personalities. These children
have attained the right proportions of aggressiveness,
daring, sympatheti c res ponsesi and friendlin ess -traits
which have been f ound in this follow- ~ p study t o be very
i mportan t i n winnin9 admil~ ation and in establish -ing interperson al re l ations hips .
Similar findin gs were reported by Grossman and Wrighter (1948),
Laughlin (1954), and Jordan (1960).

Busswell also compared accepted

and non-accepted children on the factors of intelligence, achievement,
and socio-economic status and concluded that

11

in general those

who are succeeding in their school work will also be succeeding in
their schooi

~' e'1ationships

Emotional__StB:P~Ll_i~_nd

with their p.2 ers."

the

I~late

Ch·ili

Emotional stability has also been found to be positively correlated to sociometric choice.

Hawkes and Koff (1968) found that groups

ide!itified through the use of an emotional adjustment battery as
"adjusted" wet'e found to have a significantly higher positive sociometric status and si gn Hica. ntly lov·Jer negat-i ve sociometric status than
those groups fou nd to be "malajusted

1
' .

Hawkes and Koff feel their
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study indicates that there is a significant relationship between
sociometric status and interpersonal maladjustment.
Gr0nlund

(1959) and Schmuck (1964) in separate review of the

literature similarly concluded that there is a positive correlation
between assessed mental health and sociometric status.

In like manner,

Vacc (1968) found that the number of sociometric rejectees was significantly greater among those students found to be emotionally disturbed.
Bruce Thomas Saunde1·s reporting in the July 1970 issue of fs_ycho l_g_g_y_
In

Th~_ Sc_boo_ls

commented on Vacc 1 s findings by stating:

Vacc 1 s study is consistent with previous findings,
namely, that mental health and emotional stability al~e
significantly and positively related to peer status
within the classroom; children who are emotionally
disturbed are also socially rejected.
·
Trent ('J957) studying the relationship between social status

and

an x ir~ty

v1ithin a population of institutionalized delinquent boys

reported that the more anxious boys tended to be rejected by their
peer's, while less anxious boys tended to be accepted by their p.:ers.
S·imilar findings demonstrating the relationship between emotional
stability and sociometric status are numerous.

Bowei', Teshvoni an, and

Larson (1958); Fitzsimmons (1958); and Gronlund (1959) have all found
sociometric test choices to be related to ratings of mental health.
Sociometric choice has also been related to the California Test of
f_~sona l.i!.'L

( Bedoi an,

1953), to the High Scj_l_ogj__E_ersona "!i ty___lliJ_es ti on-

naire of Cattel'l (Guinouard and Ryschlak, 1962), to the
AP..B.erce_Q_ti on Te.?J:.
(Tindall, 1955).

(~lussen

and Porter, 1959) and to the

I~m?.!_i~

~Q:c_scha~
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Physical

A pee~rance

and the Isolate Child

Appearance may also play a part in the deg ree of rejection of
the isolate child.

Although not demonstrating a causal effect,

Gronlund and Anderson (1957) found that rej ec t ees we re consider ed less
good looking, less tidy and less likeable by their ci assma tes.

However,

this was not found true for those students negl ected but not rejected
by their peers.

The authors

1

finding s sug gest t hat pup ils with low

social acceptability cannot be placed in a single category . The
socially neglected pupils appear to be ignored or over loo ked by their
classmates while the socially rejected pupils are actively disliked.
Anti-Social Behavior and the Isolate Child
There is some evidence to indicate that isol ate children tend
to be more anti-social than their peers.

Northway (1944) suggested that

some isolates inVite rejection by directing their energies in such a
manner as to interfere with or to frustrate the activities of the group.
McClelland and Ratliff (1947) also confirm the anti-social nature of the
isolate.

In their study students identified as isolates were given the

California Personality Test.

It was found that those students who were

not chosen on the acceptance test were among the lowest scoring on the
personality scale.

One of the traits on \llhich the isolates most

frequently scored high was Anti-Social Tendencies.
Kuhnen and Lee (1943) found that sociometric rejectees are less
cheerful, friendly and enthusiastic while Northway and Widger (1947)
found that they participated less in class activities, strived less for
group approval and were less sensitive to the feelings of others.
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School and Recreational Interest and the Isolate Child
Low sociometric status children as a group differ from their
peers in their interests.
metric status boys

~vere

In a study by Barclay (1966), high socio-

found to be less interested in book reports,

television cartoons, and cowboy music and more interested in hobbies,
dance and po pular music than their lmv sociometric status peers.

They

were also less ·interested in history, astronomy but overwhelmingly more
interested in sports.

Barclay's findings relative to the high interest

in spor·ts of the soci ometri ca lly high scoring boy is indi rectly sup-·
pol·ted by Henderson (1958) who found high status boys to be significantly more athletic than low status boys.
High soc i ometric status girls were less interested in cl ass
n1ovies and class t r·ips, western telev·ision

programs~

gious mus ic than their low sociometric scoring peers.
interested in dance and popular music.

cowboy and reii··
They were more

Barclay concluded that inte rest

patterns were distributed on a broad extrovers i on-intrbversion continuum.
Activities that call for outgoing explorations in the environment are
favored by those who possess the personal confidence to engage in them
and have a reasonable expectation of success .
Barclay's observations of extroversion are further confirmed by
a study by Ahlbrand and Hudgins (1970).

In their study on verbal

participation and peer status, they found that high participators, regardless of grade level or sex, similarly receive more nominations as
top scholars, leaders and popular students by their peers than low
participator s.

However, verbal participation alone may not be an in-

dication of high sociometric status.

Gronlund and Anderson (1957) found
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that both hi ghly accepted and hi ghl y rejected girls received sign i ficantly more nominations by their peers as "talkat iv e

11
•

They concluded

that althou gh talkative girls gain r ecogn i tion, they do not necessarily
gain social acceptance.

They felt t hat it was probably the nature of

their conversa t ion, as well as other personality characteristics, rather
than the talking itself, that determines wheth er they wi ll be accepted
or rejected by their peers.
Sex Roles and the Isolate Child
There is evidence to indicate that isolate children
traditional sex roles telative to the need for approval.
and Conn (1969) found

th~t

~'everse

the

Tulkin, Muller

the least popul ar boys in t heir study had a

higher need for approval than the popular boys.

They discoVered that

the boys they studied admired the need for approval in g·irls but consider'ed it contrary to the male model.

Boys with a high need for ap-

proval tended to be rejected by their peers.

Conversely, girls who .

showed less need for approval were not as popular as girls who had a
high need for approval.

Apparently, a high need for approval was .

perceived as a feminine characteristic desirable in girls but unacceptable in boys.
Summary
In this preceding section, a number of studies were cited demonstrating a statistically significant relationship between intelligence
and sociometric status.

Similar relationships were found beb1een emotional

stability and sociometric status, anxiety and sociometric status,
positive self-concept and sociometric status, physical attractiveness
and sociometric status, anti-social behavior and sociometric status,
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introversion and sociometric status and reverse sex roles and sociometric status.

All of the studies were correlational in nature and of

course, do not necessarily indicate a causal relationship.
howev~r,

It is clear

that isolate children differ from their classmates in many ways.

THE BEHAVIOR OF THE SOCIAL ISOLATE
The literature relating to the behavior of the social isolate
is discussed below under three headings.
following:

These sections deal with the

(l) general academic performance and the isolate child~ (2)

self-esteem and the isolate child and (3) the isolate child 1 s attitude
towaxd school.
General Academic Performance and the Isolate Child
Socially isolated children tend to behave in a way that puts
then1 at a disadvantage in the achievc::ment centered school.

llohn R.

Murna (1965) found as an example, that low socior11etric status children
as a group are significantly poorer in their school work than their
classroom peers.

His study, using 3,917 junior and senior high school

students, found a statistically significant relationship between
academic performance and extremes in peer choice . Muma also found that
students who were neglected by their peers, (not accepted or rejected)
were not uns;;ccessful academically.

This relationship bet\</een academic

performance and sociometric status was also investigated and found to
exist by Borg (1965).

He found that social status and academic ability

were highly correlated in heterogeneously grouped classes.

He did note,

however, that this relationship did not exist in the homogeneously
organized classrooms he studied.
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Busswell (1953) also compared accepted and non-accepted children
relative to achievement.

She studied the relationship between t he so ci al

structure of kindergarten and fifth-·grade rooms and academic success.
The purpose of her study was

11

to determ·ine whether or not those children

who are accepted by their peers differ in certain achievements from
those who are rejected. 11

Using sociometr ic measures, tvm questionna ires,

an intelligence test and a readiness .test, she concluded:

11
••

it may

be said that in general those students who are succeeding i11 their school
work will also be succeeding in their social relationships with their
peerS.

11

She tentatively suggested that academic achievement precedes

rather than follows social acceptability.

In a si m·ilar study, Edward

Henry Henderson (1958) found a statistically significant telationship
bet~'/een

socia l status and aca demi c achievement.

In his study) he found

this relationship t o exist at the .01 level of s ignificance.

This re-

lationship betvwen academi c perforrnc,nce and sociometric status \vas also
investigated -and found to exist by Laughlin (1954) and Northway (1944).
Amidon and Hoffman (1963) commenting on the relationship of
social isolation and achievement said:
Often the isolate is a child who is academi cally
below average in the class. His low achievement level
may be a contributing factor in his rejection by the
class or low achievement may be a partial result of
rejection.
In a study by Porterfield and Sch lichting (1961), a relationship
betv1een peer prestige and status in reading a.chievement was found to be
significant at the .05 level.

The authors concl uded:

Consequenti y, on the basis of these data, the
tentative co nclusion that the relationship of peer
prestige status and reading achievement status i s
significant appea rs justified. Of the 20 i so lates
discove red in this study, 13 we re retarded in reading,
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five were accelerated, and on·ly tv.JO wer·e in the normal
range. Obviously, the ability to excel in reading is
not as important as other possible factors in being
socially acceptable or in gaining leadership status
in the area of sports in the lower socio-economic
communities.
Dean 0. Stevens (1971)

too~found

a significant relationship

between reading achievement and social status.
suggests a causal relationship between reading
rejection.

Like Buswell, Stevens
achi~vement

and peer

Stevens concludes:

Self-esteem and the esteem of others are in jeopardy
when the child suffers from failure. Children
identified as remedial readers will not be as socially
\A/ell - accepted as their classroom peers . . . . The
data do support the conclusion that the remedial
readers in this study are not socially well-accepted
in their classrooms. Furthermore, these children
apparently know 'their place' and the place of their
other cla s s~ a tes who are both remedial and non- remedial.
The

9!~nera'i-i zab ility

society must not be made.

of such a correlation to all groups in our

Lobov and Robins (1969) found just the

converse of the studies mentioned previously.

In their study conducted

in Harlem, New York, high status ghetto children did not read as well as
their classmates.

Lobov and Robins feel this phenomenon is the result

of ghetto gang pressure not to do well in school -related activities.
Self-esteem and the Isolate
Child----The socially isolated child tends to have a low sense of
personal worth.

As was mentioned previously, Dean 0. Stevens (1971)

feels that the loss of self-esteem suffered by low achievers parallels
his loss of social status.

Guardo (1969) found a positive linear re-

lationship between sociometric status and positive self-concept.

In

this study, Guardo found a strong positive relationship between
negative sociometric status and poor self-concept.

He concluded his
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report by st ati ng . ''The reported corre l atio ns supported t he gene ral
notion that sociometric status and self-co nce pt are positively and
linearly related. ''

Cooper sm ith (19 59) t oo , f ound a si milar correlation .

In his study us i ng 102 fifth and si xth grad ers, a co r r elation of .37 was
found between self-esteem and sociometric status.

In ano t her st udy

conducted by Horowitz (1964), a significant correla t i on between sociometric status and self-concept was found using a grou p of fourth graders.
However, no sig nificant correlation was found for th e si xth graders in
the study.
Waisman (1962) found that the low status young adolescents he
studied were quite aware .of their rejection and in t urn modified their
own attitudes toward themselves to reflect the opinions others had of
them.

Porterfiel d and Schlichting (1961) also felt th at low peer

prestige status child ren tend to possess a low sense of personal worth.
This contention is further sUpported by the research of McClelland and
Ratliff (1947).

They found that students identified as social isolates

frequently scored high on the California Personality Test in the sub-test
area of Anti-Social Tendencies.
The Isolate Child's Attitude Toward School
Donald E. Guinouard and Joseph F. Rychlak (1962) commented:
''Students who are not accepted and are rejected tend to dislike school
and tend to be achieving below grade level."

Certainly if school drop-

out rate can be used as an indicator of a general dislike of
status students would qualify as students who dislike school.

school~

low

In a

study by Barclay (1966), 900 sociometrically tested st udents were
followed for four years.

At the end of that period, it was discove r ed
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that 65 percent of the rna 1e dropouts had been ear·l i er i denti fi ed as
being in the cell of maximum social rejection.

In the case of the

female students, 54 percent were from that cell.

In this preceding section, a number of research studies as well
as the opinions of writers were reviewed regarding the low academic
achievement of low social status children.

In general, low social status

children are not succeeding in their school work.
children tend to be remedial readers.

Too, low social status

Except possibly in ghetto areas,

the higl1 achievers in our schools tend to be high social status
children.

The socially isolated child tends also to have

a

low sense

of personal worth . This relationship of self-esteem and social sta t us
has been found to be linear.

In fact, low social status children will

actually mod"lfy theit'

op~nion

of themse1ves to reflect the opinions

others have of them.

Finally, low status children tend to dislike

school and have higher dropout rates than their classmates.
ATTEMPTS TO REDUCE SOCIAL ISOLATION
The literature relating to the attempts to reduce social isolation
of children in the schools is discussed below under three headings.

These sections deal with the following:

(1) reducing social isolation

through counseling, (2) reducing social isolation through teaching
techniques, and (3) reducing social isolation through teaching
organization ,
_f{e_du::;_in_g_ Social Isolation

Thro~-:!9.b_

Counseling_

A number of attempts have been made to reduce the degree of
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social isolat i on of

i ~ol ate

children throu gh coun seling . Mayer,

Kranzler and Matthes (1967) randomly assigned 87 identified isolates
and fringe isolates to three treatment conditions:
teacher-guidance, and (3) control.

(1) counseling, (2)

When the treatment results were

compared, no statistically significant differences were fou nd among
them.

In a study by Frank Biasco (1965), the effects of individual

counseling, multiple counseling and teacher guidance upon the sociometric status of children in the fourth, fifth and sixth grades was
examined.

He too, found no statistically significant differences

between the experimental groups and the control groups .
Siddiqi (1967) investigated the dependency and hostility
responses of counselees related to changes in their sociometric status.
He found no statistically significant difference between the mean scores
of the counseled students and the control group.
a greater variance of scores.

However, he did find

He concluded that such a variance in-

dicated counseling does have an effect on sociometric status but that
this effect may be for the better or worse.
Munger, Winkler, Teigland, and Kranzler (1964), in a study in volving fourth grade underachievers,

found no differences between their

counseled and non-counseled subjects regarding change in sociometric
status.

Munger, Winkler, Teigland and Kranzler used individual counsel-

ing as their only_treatment.

In another study by Kranzler, Mayer, Dyer,

and Munger (1966) two years later, they combined individual counseling
with group counseling.

Using this multiple treatment, the authors were

able to reject the null hypothesis concerning differences between
counseled and non-counseled students.

The authors felt that their

results indicated that the students who received counseling became more
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acc epted and li ked by t he ir cl assma tes t han si mi la r non-c ounsel ed
students.
To the technique of group co unseling5

Nil and and Zani

H a n sen ~

(1969) added the concept of model reinf orceme nt .

In t heir study, three

groups 1t1ere established, (1) group counseli ng wH h model-·reinforcement,
(2) group counseling without models, and (3) control _ In the modelreinforcement groups, high sociometric status student s were added to the
counseling group to act as models.

In the non-model - r einforcement

groups, only low sociometric students were present.

The authors found

the sociometric scores of those low status students in the model-reinforcement groups to be significantly highe r than t hos e of the low
status students in the counseling or control groups.
A more recent study conduct ed by Rich ard W. Warner, Jr. (1971)
compared the ef fects of model-reinforcement and verbal reinforcement in
group counseling on overt behavior of aliena ted studen ts.

In this study,

those students who participated in the mod el-reinforcement group
counseling received behavior ratings slightly better t han those stud ents
participating in the verbal-reinforcement group counseling.
Reducing Social Isolation Through Teaching Techniques
Numerous teaching techniques have been sugges t ed to teachers as
possible aids in reducing the degree of social isola ti on of the socially
isolated child.

When tested statistically however, no teaching

technique has been shown to be effective in reducing social isolation.
Long (1958) as an example, found no statistically sig nificant difference
bet\~een

the sociometric scores of isolate children i n classes using the

technique of role playing and those not using that t echnique.
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Bonney (1971) has done the most comprehensive study of the
effect of what he calls ''procedures and experiences" on the reduction
of social isolation.

In his study, the following techniques were

statistically tested to detennine what effect they had on social
isolation:
Procedures and Experiences

1.

Coi"laborative ef forts t1ith two or more other pupils
in free activity period - solving a puzzle~ making
a bulletir1, playing a game, or in a work group
project
2. Interview with a parent about child's adjustment
in school and how the parent could help
3. Participated well, or fairly well, in class
dramatization or tole playing in classroom
or auditorium
4. Made a cred·itable showing in some performance
before the class, as in art, music, physical
educati o n ~ or in orhl report
5. Brought some kind of object, pet, or book to
class and shared it with other pupils
6. Teacher e~erted influence with child or parent
to get child i n a commun-ity group, or· to i nv·i te
other children into the home
7. Special class assignment by teacher - passing out
materials, helping another child, doing a room
chore, being chairman of a group
8. Successful part in talent shovl or hobby show
9. Commended by teacher before class for exception~l
test score, or oth r~r form of academic supt~ri ority,
or name put on bulletin board
10. Chosen by pupils for a minor c 1ass office - row
ca.ptain, secretary, chairman of committee, or
one to give a report
11. Seated near or placed at same table with others
he chose - sometimes with others of high
choice status
12. Gave an acceptable suggestion in a class
discussion
13. Put on a timed schedule to help finish work on
time - keeping chart, records, holding to a
deadline
14. Teacher conference with child about his behavior
or \·JOrk
15. Involv 2d in a cooper·ative, friendly, activity
with one other child - not assigned work
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16.
17.

Class discussion of particular kinds of personal social problems (initiated by teacher)
Went to individual play the rapy or counseling
session
Bonney reported that all group differences between the exper-

imental and control groups comparing social status scores were insignificant.

He concluded.:

"School personnel are warned against assuming

that most socially low pupi"ls can be aided by social-1zfng experiences."
Brown (1 955 ) compared the charac t eristics of a group of socially
accepted students with those of stu dents who
peers.

wer~

He hoped to help socially isolated children by intensively

studying the diffe re nces betv.1een the tvio gr·oups.
could improv e their sociometric status if:
who

not accepted by their

He felt that students

(1) socially rejected girls

doing poor ly in school were told tha t popular girls do better

\'fete

in t heir schco1 work, (2) socially rejected adol es cents were encouraged
to j oin school clubs and enter into extra -s chool organizations, (3)
counselors Kelped socially rejected students determine which organizations
would be especially appropriate to th eir particular interests and
talents , (4) socially rejected boys were led to understand that remunerative employment may contribute to their social acceptance, and (5)
teachers would strive to help students avoid aggressive objectionable
behavior.
Brown also stated that he has found that two simple techniques
have been repeatedly successful in improving soci al acceptance of socially rejected students.

They are:

(1) providi ng very w·ide opportunities

for pupils to do something in which they may experience frequent success,
and (2) encouraging situations (such as membership in various organi zations approp r iate to the given individual

1

S

interests and talents)
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which will enable memb ers of the grou p t o become acq uain ted with the
rejected student as a real, individual person .

Brown did not statis-

tically test any of the above suggestions but believes:

11
•••

there

is no doubt that adolescents can be helped to win so ci al acceptance,
regardless of previous rej ections. 11
Reducing Social Isolation Through Teaching Organ i zation
Efforts have been made to examine the effects of

11

new 11 classroom

organizational approaches on the reduction of social isolation.

Two of

'

the most recent major organizational changes in the s chools have been
the non-graded organizational structure at the element ary school level
and the core approach at the elementary and secondary level.

In a

study by Joh n Richard Zerby (1960), a nongraded school and a graded
school were compared using the factors of achievement and social adjustment .

Zerby .found no statistically significant differe nce between

the nongraded school and the graded school in socia1 adjustment as
measured by sociometries.
In another study on the nongraded school, Saunders (1970)
examined the relationship of emotional disturbancE and social status.
He found that the relationship Glidewell (1966) fou nd to exist in the
graded school between these factors did not exist in the nongraded
school he studied.

Apparently, social status is to some extent,

altered by the nongraded organizational structure.

Saunders concluded:

The results of this study indicate that the
relationship between ~lassroom structure and mental
health reported by Glidewell (1966) does not
necessarily exist within the non-graded classroom.
Apparently, certain as yet non-delineated variables
operate within the non-graded classroom that do not
operate, or operate in a qualitatively different
manner, in the self-contained class.
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Examining the effects of the core organizational structure on
peer acceptance, Forlano (1964) found a statistically significant gain
.in peer acceptance on the part of the core pupils when compared with
noncore pupils.

The findings on interpeer relations were based on the

results of 76 pairs of core and noncore pupils utilizing the
.Qhi~

Social

R~yisecJ_

A~ce~_ance_~cal~.

Summary
In this preceding section, a number of research studies were
reported upon regarding the effect of counseling on the reduction of
social isolation, the effect of teaching techniques on the reduction
of social isolation and the effect of changes in classroom teaching
organi zation on the r eduction of social isolation.

In cou nseling, only

group counse 1 ing with model-re i nforcement showed any statistically significant effect on th e reduction of social isolation.

No teaching

techniques thus far used have shm<Jn any statistically significant effect
on the reduction of social isolation. The nongraded organizational
structure appears to have some effect on peer status.
findings are inco nclusive and contr·adictory.

However, the

The only study examining

the relationship of peer status and core organization suggests that
core does reduce the degree of social isolation of the isolate child.
THE EFFECT OF TEAM LEARNING ON SOCIAL ISOLATION
The literature relating to the use of team learning as an effective tool in reducing the degree of social isolation in the elementary school class ·r oom is extremely limHed.

The little research that

has been done relative to team learning is related to its effectiveness
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as an alternative teaching method for greater academic achie'tement.
this light, the results have been mildly favorable but mixed.

In

Durrell

(1971), Graffan (1964), Durrell (1961), Birney and McKeachis (1955) and
Pearl (1967) ail found team leat'n ing groups to have significantly hi9her
academic achievement than groups not using team learning.
hand, Richard Francis

~indgren

On the other

(lg65) in a study comparing team learning

groups 1 acaden1ic achievement with groups taught using conventional teaching methods found no statistically signif·lcant difference in their
achievement.
Some research to deten1: i ne the effect of team l earn ·i ng on
sociometric status has been done.

Barclay and Jackson (1966) paired

high and low sociometric status children for the purposa of competiti ve
task-oriented as s ignruents '.</here cooperat'ion vias mo.ndatory for winning.
Selective reinforcement patte r ns wer2 also used in the classroom settings.
This approach resulted in substantial alteration of the sociometric
status of the individuals rewarded.
In a study on group success and failure and social status,
Ashmore (1962) found when children already known to each other were
placed in smaller groups working on comnon goals, their social ratings
of each other tended to rise.

Such improvements in sociometric scores

occurred regardless of the nature of the experience.
ported that his results continued to hold true one

Ashmore also re-

~onth

later.

In Durrell's Dedham Project, social . distance scal es were administered to children as wel1 as achievement tests.

Durrell found that

the scales used revealed no statistically significant changes in
socia'! status.

Three \'irHers have specu ·lated on the effectiveness of team
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learning as a method for reducing social isolation.

Howe (1971) writes:

A third major advantage is that students gain
important interpersonal skills. The critique which
follows the task activity provides each student with
insight and feedback about his performance as a team
member . . In this way, positive performance can be
reinforced and weaknesses strengthened.
Amidon

~nd

Hoffman (1963) suggested that the socially isolated

child be assigned to a work group.

They concluded:

If the child can be placed in a small work group
in the classroom, he may have an opportunity to
develop close relationships with some of the other
children. The work group, which should be selected
with great care, should include when possible at
least one child who has chosen the isolate on a
sociometric questionnaire. Further, the isolate
should not be placed with any child who openly
rejects him. Placement in a work group can be
especially helpful for the shy child. The teacher
might put him in a group wHh two or three rather
passive children to maximize his participation.
Commf.~nting

on the value of team learning as a method for im-

proving social relations, Gerard A. Poirier (1970) stated:
What happens to peer relationships in the team
learning classroom? Because the teacher can adapt
the team learning system to his own classroom situation,
he can assist the growth of firm peer relationships.
Weak students usually relate to the leaders of their
teams, for example. And in general, latent qualities
in students can be brought out through the relationships
they develop within their teams. Further the teacher
is in a position to help students who might have
difficulty in relating well to their peers since he
has already studied his students at length as described
in Step One of tearn learning and can place the difficult
students in compatible teams .
. . . The increased participation in a wide range
of roles within a group gives each member a chance to
develop his self-concept and hence, improve his
relationship with others. Thus, if a group is rightly
structured and handled, there is great potential for
the development of favorable attitudes and increased
participation in a wide range of roles by many class
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members.
The micro-societies of team learning are really
miniature democracies. Each small team learning group,
e.g., five members, is like a hand and each member is
a finger. When fingers work together, the whole hand
benefits. In sociological terms, the student within
the class is given a chance to cope w'ith proble~s, to
learn in small societies which prepare him for the
·
outside world.
How can sociological needs in the classroom be
satisfied? Team learning can achieve a better fit, a
greater harmony, and a more understanding relationship
between the learner and teacher, the peer group,
the activity, or the common purpose within the rnicrosoci ety.
SUMMARY

The second chapter of this report reviewed the research and
literature pertaining to the study in four specific areas:

(1) charac-

teristics of the isolate child, (2) the behavior Of the social isolate,
(3) attempts to reduce social isolation, and (4) the effect of team
learning on social isolation.
From the review of the literature relative to the characteristics
and behavior of the isolate child, the researcher concluded that the
socially isolated child tends to have characteristics unlike his socially accepted peers.

The characteristics he do es possess are those

which are often considered less desirable by his peers.

They include

being less inte1ligent, less emotionally stable, more anxious, more
anti-social, more introverted, less neat, less attractive and finally
less academically successful.
Regarding attempts to reduce social isolation, the investigator
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concluded from his review of the literature that most efforts to reduce
the degree of social isolation of the isolate child have failed.

All

teaching techniques used to reduce social isolation have failed.

With

the possible exception of group counseling with model
counseling used to reduce social isolation has fai'led.

reinforcement~

all

Attempts to

reduce social isolation through organizational pattern of the class has
been i nconcl us i ve and contradictory.

The nongraded organi za t ·i on a 1

pattern and the core pattern have shown some limited success, but the
results are far from conclusive.

Finally, some writers feel that team

learning holds promise as a possible aid in reducing the degree of
social isolation of the isolate child.

However, no statistical re-

search has been done testing the effect of team learning on social
isolation,
.The investigator concluded from his review of the related lit-

erature and research that an experimental study testing the effects of
team learning on social isolation of elementary school children would
make a useful contribution toward ultimately finding a method useful
in reducing the social isolation of the isolate children in our schools.
The research design and the procedure used in the present study
will be presented in chapter 3.

CHAPTER 3
THE DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
The design and- procedure of the sta-dy will- be p-re-se nt ed- bel ow____
.

I

in a detailed format under sections .dealing with the following:

(l)

the setting of the study, (2) identification of the population, (3)
teacher inservice training, (4) Poirier's team learning procedure, (5)
research design and testing instrument, and (6) statistical procedure
and hypotheses.
SETTING OF THE STUDY
The setting of the study was the geographic area within a one
hundred mile radius of the San Francisco Bay.
districts was used.

A total of six school

Four of the districts were in suburban communHies

while two were small cities surrounded by farm land.
school districts were:

Specifically, the

The Davis Unified School District; The Rincon

Valley Elementary School District, Santa Rosa; The Lafayette Elementary
School District; The Saratoga Elementary School District; The Santa Clara
Unified School District; and the Orinda Elementary School District.
They had a combined enrollment from kindergarten through sixth grade of
24,420.

The total number of elementary schools in these districts

combined was 54. Although three of the school districts had lower
income neighborhoods, none of the districts had true inner city ghetto
areas.

Generally speaking, the study was conducted in middle class
32
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communities.
To initiate the study, the superintendents of each of these
districts were asked permission to allmv one to tvw s chools from each
of their respective school districts to participate i n the study.

It

was explained that the selection of the school, t he grade level and
the class would all be done randomly.

All agreed to a llow the study

and to cooperate in the randomization process.
IDENTIFICATION OF THE POPULATION
From the student population of the six schoo l districts, the
investigator delimited a more specific group which was to participate
in the study.

Delimitations included:

(1) schools, (2) grade level

and (3) experimental and control classes.

During the school delimiting

process, data were collected on the children of the schools selected.
That data will be included under the heading, Selection of Schools.
Selection of Schools

By the use of a table of random numbers, nine schools were
chosen from the original 54.

All first choices in the randomization

process for the selection of schools were accepted by the administrators
contacted with the exception of Santa Clara.

In Santa Clara, the first

school selected was already involved in a research project.

The assist-

ant superintendent rejected the use of the school and a second school
was selected at random.
In order to have a greater understanding of the children to be
included in the experiment, additional informat ion about the children
in the schools selected and their families was ga thered using school
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records and United States Bureau of the Census data.
included:

This information

(1) the average intelligence quotient of each school's sixth

grade, (2) the reading achievement scores of each school's sixth grade,
(3) the average mathematics achievement scores of each school's sixth
grade, (4) the total number of students at each school, (5) the racial
makeup of the students at each school, (6) the percentage of families
falling into specific income categories, (7) the education level of the
adult males in each family, (8) the percenta ge of men classified as
professional in each school's attendance area, (9) the percentage of
adults unemployed in each school's attendance area, (10) the percentage
of adults with incomes below the 1970 federal poverty l evel in each
school's attendance area and, (11) the median value of the homes in each
school's attendance area.
School A.

A brief description of each school follows:

School A is located in a wooded suburban community

outside a large city.

Although there are less expensive homes located

near the center of town, most of the homes in this community are expensive, with a 1970 median value of $44,400.

Appro ximately 9G percent

of the fathers of the children in this school are executive or professional men.

The 1970 median income of the residents in this attendance

area was $21,785.

The 1970 median education level of the adults in this

school's attendance area was 16.3 years.

The percent of adult males

ages sixteen through twenty- one who were not high school graduates or
currently attending high school was less than 1 percent.

~h ree

cent of the adult males over the age of si xteen was unemployed.

perThe

percent of adults with incomes below the 1970 federal pove rty level was
4.3.
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School A ha s appro ximate ly 390 stu dents.
these students are White.

Ni nety-si x percent of

The school district of whi ch School A is a

part is a small el ementary school district serving a t otal of 2,361
kindergarten th r ough si xth grade children.

The school records

indi~ate

that the average reading achievement of its si xth graders as measured
by the Stanford Achievement Test is 7.6.
achievement is 6.9.

The average mathematics

The average sixth grade I.Q. in t he school as

measured by the Large - Thorndike Intelligence Test is 115.

One control

and one experimental class were selected at random f ro m this school .
School B.
a large city.
$35,800.

School

~

is located in a subu r ban community outside

The homes in this community had a 1970 median value of

The 1970 median income of the residents in t his school's

attendance area was $18,284.

Approximately 62 perce nt of the

fathers of the children in this school are professiona l men.

The 1970

median education level of the adults in this school's attendance area
was 13.5 years.

The percent of adult males ages sixteen through twenty-

one who were not high school graduates or currently attending high
school was 3.6.

One and one-half percent of the adult males over the

age of sixteen was unemployed.

The percent of adults with incomes

below the 1970 federal poverty level was 2.3.
School B had approximately 365 students.
of these students are White.

Ninety-eight percent

The school district of which School B

is a part is a small elementary school district serving a total of
2,643 ·kindergarten through sixth grade children.

The school records

indicate that the average reading achievement of its sixth graders as
measured by the Stanford Achievement Test is 7.2.

The average
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mathematics ach ievement is 6.1.

The average sixth gra de I .Q. in the

school as measured by the Lar ge-Thorndike Intellig ence Test is 105.
Three control and three experimental class es were selected at random
from this school.
School C. School C is located in a university community of
about 25,000 residents approximately twelve mil es from a moderately
large city.
$36,000.

The homes in the community have a 1970 me dian value of

The 1970 median income of the residents in this school's

attendance area was $16,866.

Appro ximately 73 percent of the fathers

of the children in this school are professional men.

The 1970 median

education level of the adults in this school's attenda nce area was
14.6 years.

The percent of adult males ag es si xtee n through twenty-

one who were not high school graduates or currently attending high
school was 9.8.

The percent of the .adult ma les over the age of si xteen

who were unemployed was 2.3.

The percent of adults with incomes below

the 1970 federal poverty level was 4.6.
School

~has

approximately 664 students.

Eight-five percent

of the students are White, 10 percent are Mexican-American while the
remaining 5 percent are Black and Oriental . The school district of
which School C is a part is a medium sized unified school district
serving a total of 3,055 kindergarten through sixth grade children.
The school records indicate that the average reading achievement of
its sixth graders as measured by the Stanford .Achievement Test is 6. 4.
The average mathematics achievement is 5.7.

The average sixth grade

I.Q. in the school as measured by the Large-Thorndi ke Intelligence
Test is 98.

One contro1 and one experimental class were randomly
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selected from this
School D.
a large city.
$41,700.

s c~o ol.

School D is located in a suburban community outside

The homes in this community have a 19 70 median value of

The 1970 median income of the residents in this sc hool•s

attendance area was $20,489.

Approximately 81 percent of the

fathers of the children in this school are professional men.

The 1970

median education level of the adults in this school•s attendance area
was 15.5 years.

The percent of adult males ages sixteen through twenty-

one who were not high school graduates or currently attending high sc hool
was 1. 9.

Tvw and one-half percent of the adult rna l es over the age of

sixteen was unemployed.

The percent of adults with incomes below the

1970 federal poverty level was 2.4.
School D has approximately 350 students.
of these students are White.

Ninety-seven percent

The school district of which School D is

a part is a small elementary school district serving a total of l ,947
kindergarten through sixth grade children.

The school records indicate

that the average reading achievement of its si xth graders as measured
by the Stanford Achievement Test is 7.8.
achievement is 6.8.

The average mathematics

The average sixth grade I.Q. in the school as

measured by the Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test is 112.

One control

. and one experimental class were randomly selected from this school.
School E.

School E is located in a community of approximately

85,000 people in a rural area of the state.

The homes in the community

as well as the income of its residents runs the entire range from quite
expensive homes and ·low income to expensive homes and high income;

The

neighborhood in which School E is located is one in which the homes are .

"
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va 1ued above the average for the community as a v1ho 1e.

The United

States census tract for the area indicates t hat t he homes in this area
had a 1970 median value of $23 ,600.

Howev e0, the census tract intludes

more than one neighborhood and more than one school.

Part of this area

includes many new four and five bedroom homes . This section is served
by School f.

The 1970 median income of the residents in this census

tract area is $11,053.

Again, this may be lowe r than that of the

families of the children actually attending School f.

The principal

of School E estimates that the income of th e res idents in his school's
attendance area to be much higher at $16,800.

Approxima tely 52

percent of the males in this census tract area are professional men.
The 1970 median education level of the adults in this census tract area
was 12.7 .

The per cent of adult

m~les

ages sixteen through twenty-one

who were not high school graduates or currently attending high school
was 6.0.

The percent of the adult males over the ag e of sixteen who

were unemployed was 4.4.

The percent of adults with incomes below the

1970 federal poverty level was 6.3.

School E has approximately 410 students.
of these students are White.

Ninety-five percent

The school district of which School E is

a part is a small elementary school district serving a total of 3,183
kindergarten through sixth grade children.

The school records indicate

that the average reading achievement of its sixth graders as measured
by the Stanford Achievement Test is 5.5.
achievement is 5.1.

The average mathematics

The average sixth grade I.Q. in the school as

measured by the Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test is 103.

One control

and one experimental class were randomly selected from this school.
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School F.

School F is located in a community of approxi matel y

85,000 people in a rural area of the state.

Th e homes in the community

as well as the i ncome of its residents runs the ent i re range from qui te
inexpensive homes and low income to expensive home s and high income.
The neighborhood in which School F is located is one i n wh ich the home s
are valued slightly below the average for the communi t y as a whole.

The

United States ce nsus tract for the area indicates tha t the homes in this
area had a 1970 median value of $23,000.

However, the census tract in-

cludes more than one nei ghborhood and more than one school.
this area includes many small homes over twenty years old.
is served by School [.

This section

The 1970 median income of the residents in this

census tract area is $11,053.
of School F esti mates the
school to be $13,000.

Part of

This seems reasonable since the principal

~verage

1973 income of the residents in his

Appro ximately 52 percent of the adult males in

this census tract area are professional men.

The 1970 median education

level of the adults in this census tract area was 12.7.
adult males ages sixteen through

twenty~one

The percent of

who were not high school

graduates or currently attending high school was 6.0.

The percent of

the adult males over the age of sixteen who were unemployed was 4.4.
The percent of adults with incomes below the federal poverty level was
6.3.

School F has approximately 443 students.
of these students are White.

Ninety-seven percent

The school district of which School F is

a part is a small elementary school district serving a total of 3,183
kindergarten through sixth grade children.

The school records indicate

that the average reading achievement of its si xth graders as measured
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by the Stanford Achievement Test is 6.3 .
achievement is 6.1.

The averag e mathematics

The average si xth grade I.Q. in the school as

measured by the Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test is 102.
and one experimental class
School G.

v~ere

One control

randomly selected from this schooL

School §_is located in a suburban community of

considerable size outside a large city . . The homes in the community
~s

well as the income of its residents runs the entire range from quite

inexpensive homes and 1mv income to expensive homes and high income.
The neighborhood in which School G is located is one in which the homes
are valued at about average for the community as a whole.

However,

although they are newer homes, they are located in a less desirable
area than other homes in the community of similar age and construction.
In this neighborhood, the homes had a 1970 median value of $24,800.
The median 1970 income of the residents in this school's attendance
area was not available through United States census tract surveys but
was estimated to be in excess of $14,000 by the school ' s principal.
The principal also felt that the majority of the fathers of the children
in this school are blue and non-professional white collar workers.
information too, was not available through census surveys.

This

The 1970

median education level of the adults in this school's attendance area
was 12.3 years.

The percent of adult males ages sixteen through twenty-

one who were not high school graduates or currently attending high
school was 10.5.

The percent of adult males over the age of sixteen

who were unemployed was 4.6.
School G has approximately 570 students.

Seventy-six percent

of these students are White, 10 perceht are Mexican-American, 8 percent
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are Black and 5

p er ce~ t

are Oriental.

The sch ool dis t ric t of which

School G is a part is a large unified school district serving a total
of 11,231 kindergarten through si xth grade chil dren.

The school records

indicate that the average reading achievement of its sixth graders as
measured by the Stanford Achievement Test is 6.1.
matics achievement is 5.4.

The average mathe-

The average sixth grade I.Q. in the school

as measured by the Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test is 103.

One control

and experimental class were randomly selected from this school.
School H.

School H is located in a wooded su burban community

outside a large city.

Although there are less expensive homes located

near the center of town where School H is located, most of the homes
in this community are expensive with a 1970 median value of $44,400.
Approximately 90 percent of

th~

fathers of the children in this

school are executive or professional men.

The 1970 median income of

the residents in this attendance area was $21,785.
education level of the adults in this school
years.

1

S

The 1970 median

attendance area was 16.3

The percent of adult males ages sixteen through twenty-one who

were not high school graduates or currently attending high school was
less than one percent.

Three percent of the adult males over the age

of sixteen was unemployed.

The percent of adults with incomes below

the 1970 federal poverty level was 4.3.
School

~has

approximately 390 students.

these students are White.

Ninety-six percent of

The school district of which School His a

part is a small elementary school district serv.ing a total of 2,361
kindergarten through sixth grade children.

The school records indicate

that the average reading achievement of its sixth graders as measured
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by the Stanford Ac hi eveme nt Test is 7.6 . The
achievement is 6.9.

av~rage

mathematics·

The average si xth grade I.Q. in t he school as

measured by the Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test is 115.

One control

and one experimental class were randomly selected from this school.
School I.

S,choo 1 l is 1oca ted in a suburban community of con-

siderable size outside a large city.

The homes in the community as well

as the income of its residents runs the entire range f r om quite inexpensive homes and low income to expensive homes and high income.

The

neighborhood in which School I is located is one in which the homes are
valued at below average for the community as a whole.

The school is

located in an older section of the community in the center of town.

In

this neighborhood, the 1970 median value of the homes was $16,000.

The

1970 median income of the residents in this school's attendance area
was $7,004.

Approximately 27 percent of the fathers of the school

children in this school are professional men.

The 1970 median education

level of the adults in this school's attendance area was 10.9 years.
The percent of the adult males ages sixteen through twenty-one who were
not high school graduates or currently attending high school was 24.4.
The percent of the adult males over the age of sixteen who were unemployed was 12.8.

The percent of the adults with incomes below the 1970

federal poverty level was 19.0.
School I has approximately 328 students.

Sixty-five percent of

these students are White, 35 percent are Mexican-American.

The school

district of which School I is a part is a large unified school district
serving a total of 11,231 kindergarten through si xth grade children.
school records indicate that the average reading achievement of its

The
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sixth graders as measured by th e

Achi evement Test is 5.7.

St an~ord

average mathematics achieveme nt is 5.3.

The

The average I .Q. in the school

as measured by the Large -Thorndike Intelli aence Test i s 97.

One control

and one experimental class were randomly selected fro m this school.
The information gathered about the parents of the children in
this study is presented in Table l.

The information gathered about the

school characteristics of the schools used in this study is presented
in Table 2.
Selection of Grade Level and Experimental
and Control Classes
The investigator chose the third, fourth and fifth grades as the
level of students who were to participate in the study.
~election

He made this

because extensive work by Gerard Poirier usi ng Poirier 1 s team

learning in the San Francisco Bay Area indicates that team learning is
less successful in grades below the third.

Since the study is examining

the effect of Poirier 1 s team learning on social isolation, the sixth
grade was also eliminated since many students enter puberty in the sixth
grade and their social behavior begins to change, thus introducing
another variable.
Using a table of random numbers, the grade level for each
school was selected.

A table bf random numbers was also used to de-

termine the experimental class and the control class.
After the grade level selection and class selection process were
completed, each principal . of the schools selected was contacted and his
permission obtained.

It was explained to each of the principals that

two or more teachers would be needed for the study from his school and
that those teachers had already been selected at random.

It was further

oc:t"
oc:t"

Tab 'ie 1

H

Schoo1

l

School

Characteristics of the Parents of the Children in the Study Relative
to Education, Income, Unempolyme nt, Occupation and Poverty
Level as Reveaied in t he 1970 United States Bureau
of the Census Census Tract

G

10.9

School

16.3

24.4

F

12.3

0

School
12.7

10 , 5

E

12.7

6.0

School

15.5

6.0

0

School
14.6

1.9

Sc hool

School
A
13.5

9.8

c

16.3
3.6

School

Median School Years Compl eted

0

B

Percent of Ma les Ages 15-21
No t Hig h Sc hoo l Gradua t es
and Not Enrolled in Sc hool s

12.8

$7,004

*

$21,785

$11 ,053 . $11,053

3

27

$20,489

4.6

90

19.0

$16,865

4.4

*

4.3

$18,284

4.4

52

*

$21,785

52

6.3

Fami ly Income (median)

81

6.3

2.5

73

....? 11.

2.3

62

4.6

1.5

90

2.3

3

Oc cupat i on:
Percent of Professi onals
Fall ing in to t he Census Tract
Column , "professional,
t ech rli ca 1 , engineers,
phys i cians , de ntists, health
workers, teachers, technician,
othe r professionals, managers
and admi nistrators

4.3

Pe rce nt Unemployed
(1 6 yea rs old and older)

Percent of Persons with
Income Below th e 1970
Federal Poverty Level

* Information not avai l able

t.n

o::;t

----

Table 2

I
1:

I'

G

. Schoo 1

H

School

I

School

School Characteristics Relative to the Average Sixth Grade Reading and Mathematics
Achievement Scores, Average Sixth Grade Intelligence Scores, Student Ethnic
Comp osition, and Generai Classroom Organization Used

F

5.7

Schoo 1

7. 6

5.3

E

6. 1

6.9

97

School

6.3

5.4

115

D

5.5

6. 1

103

School

7.8

5.1

102

c

6.4

6.8

103

School

7.2

5.7

i12

B

7.6

6.1

98

65

School

Average Sixth Grade Reading
Achievemen t Score
(grade equivalent}
6.9

105

96

A

Av erage Sixth Grade
Mathe:nati cs Achievemer~t
Score (grade equivalent}
115

76

School

Average Si xth Grade I.Q.

97

Racial Make-up (percent}
95

0

97

8

0

85

5

98

2

96

White

2

35
10

2
0

0

selfcontained

0

10

0

selfselfselfself
contained contained contained contained

2
0

self-

co~tained

0

3

0

0

Black

2

Oriental
Mexican/American

0

selfselfse lf~
contained contained contaired

Other
General Classroom
Organization Used
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explained that the teachers of the class es randomly selected to be the
experimental groups would receive extensive inservice training in the
principles of Poirier 1 s team learning.
A meeting was arranged between the researcher and each experimental group teacher.

A total of twenty-two meetings was held.

At

each meeting, the teacher was asked to cooperate in instituting Poirier
team learning in his class.
of team learning.
cussed.

The subject of student social isolation was not dis-

The researcher did explain, however, that some short tests

After hearing what would be asked of them, all teachers agreed
to participate in the study.
Dates were set for inservice meetings on the techniques of
Poirier 1 S team learning with all

~eachers

of experimental groups.

TEACHER INSERVICE TRAINING
Inservice training sessions for each of the teachers of experimental classes in the study were organized.

It was determined that a

minimum of six hours of inservice would be needed to adequately train a
teacher in the basic principles and techniques of Poirier

1

S

team learn-

Dates were selected which met the mutual needs of the teacher

and the researcher.

S

He was given a brief rev i ew of the concepts ·

would be given in late February or early March.

ing.

1

Since the experimental classes were in six dif-

ferent districts and nine different schools, it was necessary for
· separate inservice sessions to be held in each district.
hour sessions were planned for each district.

Three two-

The first inservice

session included instruction in the following areas:
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1.

General review of the principles of Poirier's team learning

2. Discussion of the basic classroom organization of Poirier's
team learning
3.

Discussion of the advantages of Po i rier's team learning

4. Reading assignment given (Students as Partners in Team
Learning, Gerard Po i rier)

The second two - hour inservice session included instruction in
the following areas:
1

..

Discussion of the reading assignment

2.

How to choose team leaders
Seating arrangements

4.

Introducing team learning to the class

5.

Sel ec ting of academic subject to initiate team learning

6.

Compe t ition

7.

Recording points earned in competition

8.

Re~;Ja r ds

9.

Classroom atmosphere
The third two-hour inservice session included instruction in

the following areas:
1. General discussion of each teacher's progress in implementing
Poirier's team learning
2. A question and answer period to solve any problems that
may have arisen since the last meeting
3. A discussion of ~dditional academic subjects that now
should be arlded to the team learning approach
4. A discussion on games that can be helpful in building a
positive, constructive relationship among team members (introduce
Sid Simons' Value Clarification)
After the final inservi ce session, an additional date was made
with each of the teachers to visit the clas s while it was in session
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to observe the t eams in action.

At that time, addi tio nal su ggestions

were made to each teacher regarding the team learning process in his
class.

The researcher considered -team learning successfully instituted

when the class had:
1.

Balanced learning teams of four or five chil dren each

2.

Each team sitting together led by a team leade r

3. Each team in daily or weekly activities with cooperative
competition between teams for rewards
4. A minimum of two subjects taught primarily using the
technique of team learning
5. A minimum of one classroom atmosphere activi ty taught
using the technique of team learning
6. A point system established to record results of the
competition
POIRIER'S TEAM LEARNING PROCEDURE
The team learning procedure used in the study is discussed below
under the following headings:

(l) the team learning concept, (2) orga-

nizing the classroom for team learning, (3) team learning's cooperative
competition and its rewards.
The Team Learning Concept
Team learning is a system of teaching which endeavors to reach
and teach the individual student within the climate of the classroom
through "family units" or teams.

Each team is responsible for learning

tasks either by producing a joint product or by fulfilling individual
responsibilities for which one can earn credit for the team as a whole.
These learning teams of about five students per team are in cooperativecompetition with one another and usually compete for rewards.

Poirier
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feels that children so placed in learning teams show a greater desire to
learn than children in a classroom using linear teaching.

He attributes

this to the stimulation of competition and to the aid each learner receives from his peers in his team.
Poirier further feels that team learning provides a means of
individualized inst ruction through the use of peer teaching.

Although

team learning is not used exclusively during the school day, many
activities can be done using a team approach.

Members of the team are

encouraged to help one another with their work.

Since the team as a

whole is rewarded for its work, it is to the advantage of its members to
aid one another.

This is expedited through the team leader of each

team.
Org~n.L?J!~9___!he__ f_!~~-~-room

For Team _learnjng_

Poirier lists eleven steps in organizing the classroom for tean;
learning.

These steps are:

Step o_ne:

identifying the "family membei'S".

Step one is

diagnostic in nature and includes assessing each student's academic,
creative and social capabilities.

The identification of students for

placeme nt in the family units is done primarily by teacher awareness.
Students

1

names are placed on 3 x 5 cards which are used to aid the

teacher in selecting students for each team.

A score is placed on

each card ranking the student in each of the areas of academic, creative
and social capability.

Equal numbers of students strong in each of the

above capabilities are then placed in each team.

If the teacher wishes,

addi t ional i nfonnati on can be put on the identification card for each
class member, such as (1) frequently absent, (2) daydreams often,
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(3) \vea.k in oral vJork, (4) i mmature, (5) boisterous, (6) speaks out of
turn, (7) sporadic homevJork, (8) shy, (9) few friends, (10) reliable.
With the information gained through the class ana lysis, the
teacher has the means for dividing the class into balanced families or
teams, each with a leader, co-leader and other members .

Poirier feels

that the best way to select team leaders is through teacher awareness.
Step two:
~corps

structuring the team.

Since a team must have esprit

as well as heterogeneous balance in order to be successful, the

teacher must consider the group dynamics of each group.

Poirier recom-

mends that he consider the group makeup for at 1east a week before
finalizing them.

If ·the teacher does not feel that the strengths and

weaknesses of each family unit are well matched, cha nge s should be made.
Poirier feels that one of the surest ways to destroy the cooperativecompetitive spirit within a class where long-range grou ping is employed
is to allow one team constantly to overpowe r all others.
Step three:

preparing the leaders for acceptance of role.

Special steps must be taken to inform the teacher-selected leaders
about their new assignment.

Poirier feels that students may avoid

leadership responsibilities if informing them of their i mpending selection is not handled well by the teacher.

In addition to making sure

each leader is spoken to privately and during a time which offers no
conflict with the student•s schedule, Poirier (1970) suggests teachers
remember that:
1. Students in general are frequently prone to shy away
from responsibility
2. He should make use of the idea of experimentation in
appealing for acceptance of the role of leader
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3.

He should draw upon the spiri t of cooperat iv e-compet ition .

4. He shoul d i ndi cate that th e assi gnme nt may be of short or
long duration depe ndi ng upon the ab ili t y of the l eader t o main t ain
a Class r oom atmos phere 1,11i t hi n the team
11

11

5. He should stre ss the amount of selectivi ty i nvol ved in
choosing the leader
6. He should try to assure that no one rejec t t he posi t ion
of leader using th e just give it a tri ap proach
11

1

7. In a 't.!ord, he should use any approach which may appeal
strongly to the des ignated leaders
8. · And fin ally he should ask the leaders to keep t he matter
confid ential un t il the enti re cl ass has been given t he opportunity
to hear about t he experi me nt .
Step four:

preparing the class for accepta nce of method.

The

team l.eader has been selected in part because cif his or her influence
over the other students in the class.

The leader is a peer pivot, t he

point of gravitation to which ot her peers are drawn.

In introducing

the concept of team l earning to the class as a whole, this relationship
of the leader to the class is utilized. .

In Poirier's team learning,

the teacher is encouraged to use the leaders in his pr esentat i on to the
class explaining the concept of team learning.

In the presentation,

the teacher explains the concept and operation of team learning to the
students.

Poirier (1970) suggests that a pep- t alk
11

11

be given delin-

eating in well-chosen words the function of team learning, using such
catch phrases as:
1.

Maximum learning with minimum effort

2.

Add fun to your learning

3.

Excelling through team work

4.

Learning by seeing done

5.

Learn more without exerting more effort
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Step five: ___Q_Q,Y.sic al ar rangement of the

c l ass~'oom .

The furni-

ture used in Poirier's team learning is individual student desks arranged in clusters of four or five.
use of each learning team.

Each cluster of desks is for the

When the team i s given an assignment which

requires it work together, the desks are pushed together.
I

this pushing of desks together a huddle
11

Poirier terms

11
•

Step si x: awareness of the teacher's role.

Po irier sees the

role of the teacher in team learning as that of an administrator.

He

relegates to the members of the tea ms many of the tasks formerly performed for them by the teacher and requires that the students take .the
responsibility for learning,themse lves.

Although some l es sons are still

present ed to th e class as a whole, many of the activities are individualized,

each student working at his own level and at his own pace.

The teacher is there to help and instruct but so are the members of the
team.

Students are encouraged to ask peers for help whenever needed.

When that fails, team leaders are responsible for calling the teacher
to the team for additional instruction and guidance.

Thus, the leader

becomes the team's expediter while the teacher becomes a consultant on
call to each team.
Step seven:

awareness of the leader's role.

Poirier (1970)

feels that a good leader appreciates and understands the feelings of
the members of the team.

He suggests that a leader should seek to:

1.

Maintain the classroom atmosphere within his team

2.

Assume res pons i bil ity for each member of his team

3.

Develop concern for each member
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4.

Further the growth of empathy among team members

5.

Permit each team member to express himself

6.

Work with the teacher as an ally

7.

Move toward self-enrichment

8.

Implement the honor code in his team
~tep ~~dapj:i

on of

sut:_j_ec~_9.l_ter.

In Poirier s team
1

learning, it is suggested that subject matter be individualized as much
as possible.

It becomes the responsibility of the teach er to search ou t

materials that lend themselves to such individualization and to assign
the appropriate material to each child.

Each student in turn may turn

to his team mates for assistance in learning the material assigned.
alway s , the teacher is on call to all teams.

As

Poirier recommends that

subj ects such as rea ding, mathematics and spelling, be individualized.
Others like science and social studies can, at least in part , be done
as a team.

The teacher may ask that each member of a team be respon -

sible fora segment of a larger project to be turned in by the tearn as a
. whole.

If grades are given, Poirier recommends that each individual

receive a grade for his own part in the project.

However, points are

usually also awarded to the team for the quality of the project as a
whole.

These points are often accumulated by the teams to be used by

them in obtaining a reward.
Step ni!le:

awareness of the adaptability of the system.

Poirier believes that once a teacher becomes acquainted with team
lear·ning, he \vill begi n to adapt it to many of the challenges and
prob lems -of the classroom.

He suggests that team learning can aid a

t eacher in i mproving his classroom discipline, his students 1 self-
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expression, th e social position of so ci al isolates i n his clas s, his
students• independence and finally, his students• att i tude toward
competition.
Step ten:

functional evaluation.

Poirier believes that team

learning produces a greater amount of feedback relati ve to student
achievement and ability than does the linear teaching approach.

Since

the teacher deals with only five or six teams rather t han thirty or more
students, he feels the "feedback loops" are shorter an d more active thus
giving the teacher more information of a more useful na ture.

Too, since

each team leader acts as an expediter of the major learning needs of his
team members, the teacher has a clearer picture of the real and urgent
needs of all of his students.
St~leven:

parental and community involveme nt.

Poirier feels

that educating parents to the concepts of team learn ing is essential to
the success of team learning.

Team learning is

often such a change from

the educational experiences of the students• parents that they do not
always understand or appreciate it.

This is particularly true of its

elements of competition, group learning and peer teaching.
Team Learning• s Cooperative Competition and Its Rewards
Poirier feels that competition is part of the structure of our
society.

As a result, it cannot be excluded from the classroom.

He

feels that competition is present in the traditional classroom but is
left unchecked thus bringing about problems difficult to resolve.

Co-

operative competition in Poirier•s team learning classrooms is planned
and structured.

It is kept under control through scoring techniques,
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reward devices and verbal and non-verbal praise.

Too, it is encouraged

in a setting whe re all competing teams are of equal ability and have an

equal chance for succ ess . Many of the activities are such that all
·teams can win and be rewarded since they are not team ag ainst team
activities but rath er te am against task activities.
Coopera t ive competition was te rmed by Poiri er to describe the
nature of the compet ition in t eam lea r ning.
if it is to be successful in its competition.

to the total effort.
opet~ation

Each te am must pull together
Each member is important

The team cannot achieve its goal without the co-

of each te arn member.

When they succeed, they an share in the

reward and in the feeling s of satisfaction.

When th ey fail, Poirier

feels their failure i s spread over the entire team thus making it easier
for each indi vi dual to accept failure.
In addition to t here being two types of compe tit i on, (team
ag ainst t eam and t eam agains t task) the re can also be two periods of
time for that competition.
term competition .

There can be short-term competHion and long-

In short-term competition, t eams can be competing

against one another for periods as short as only a few minutes.

They

are then rewarded quic kly with some small but meaningful reward such as
being first out to recess or being allowed to pick the game the class
is to play at afternoon physical education ti me.

In long-te rm competition, teams can be competing against one
ano t her for periods as long as several weeks.

The reward tends to be

a much more highly prized one and is the result of the accumulation of
points earned over the weeks from many separate activi t ies.

Such a

reward mi ght be the right to have lunch out with the te acher or t he
right t o plan and put on the next class party or the ri ght to a. special
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field trip not normally available to the students in the school.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND TESTING INSTRUMENT
-Th~- Res~_a rch

Design

Third, fourth and fifth grade pupils from twenty-two randomly
selected clas srooms were assigned to a Randomized Control-Group Posttest-only Design.

According to Van Dalen and

~~1eyer

(1966) this des ·ign

is especially useful when a pretest may int eract with the treatment.
Since a pretest might cause the teachers of the experimental classes
in this study to behave differently toward social isolates identified
in a pretest, this design was selected . The design consists of the
last two groups in th e Solomon design.

Van Dalen and Meyer explain

that H. rem<1 ins a ri gorous design since randomization techniques permit

one to declare that at the time of assignment the groups were equal.
They a1so

a. S S l~r t

that the des·ign controls the main effects of history,

maturation and pretesting.
The Randomized Control-group Posttest-only Design consists of
two groups to which classes are

as~igned

at random . An experimental

group is exposed to a treatment which, in the case of this study, is
Poirier s team learning . The control group is not exposed to the
1

treatment.

Dur~ng

or after the exposure to the treatment, the bto

groups are tested for the fir st time.

Their scores are compared to

ascena·i n the effect of the t r-e3.tment, and an appropri a.te test of
significance is applied to dete rmine whether this difference is grenter
than mig ht

h tl Ve

occur·red by char: ce.

The design is diagrammed below:
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Groue_lss_i gn~enl___!Q__!;_he~search Des i g~_
A total of 313 pupils at nine schools were members of classes
assigned to the

co~trol

group.

A total of 321 pupils at the same nine

schools were members of classes assigned to the experimental group.

All

assignments were made using a table of random numbers.
----·------- - - --·

- - - - --·- - --- -

Pretest
(R) Experimental Group

Treatment

Posttest

X

(R} Control Group

·- --- - - - - - -

Figure 1
Control-group Posttest-only Design
R = Random Assignment of Intact Groups to
Treabnent; X = Experimental Variables
TE and TC = Posttest scores

Randomiz~d

The testing instrument
isolation was the sociogram.

us~d

in the study to measure social

The sociogram model was selected because

it measures the number of social isolates and fringe isolates within a
classroom.
isolate.
survey and

It also measures the intensity of rejection of the fringe
For the purpose of this study, the Georgia Sachs Adams 1
sociog~am

model was selected because:

(1) it contained no

ne9ativ·:: questions, (With whom would you least like to play?) which
might cause negative child and parent reactions, and (2) it was short
and easy tc udminisi:er in the context of the classroom.

The Georgia
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Sachs Adams ' sur vey
1.

a~ k s

the fo l l owing ques tions :

With whom would you li ke t o sit?
1st.
2nd.
3rd.

2.

With whom would you like to work?
1st.
2nd.
3rd.

3.

With whom would you like to work on a committee?
1st.
2nd.
3rd.

4.

With whom would you like to play?
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
Although there is no reliability coefficient for the Georgia

Sachs Adams' sociometric survey, the questions in it are quite similar
to those used by other sociometric surveys where reliability coefficients
have been computed.

Gronlund (1955) found an average stability co-

efficient for his sociogram of .75 over a four-month interval when he
studied groups of children in grades four through six.

Bonney (1960)

who has conducted several studies on stability of choices, found that
stability coefficients obtained over a one-year period range fro m .67
to .84.

Gronlund and Whitney (1956) obtained an average of .72 between

the number of choices each student received as seating companion
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(within the cl assroom) and the number he received as a f uture classmate
(throughout the school).

Chaires (1 96 6) obtained a four day test-

retest rank order coefficient of .74.

Lilly (1971) found a si x week test-

retest reliability yielded a correlation co efficient of .82.

A fairly

recent study by Thompson and Powell reveal ed correlation co efficients of
.86 over two administrations of the sociome tri c test gi ven five weeks
apart.

Finally, Byrd, Damrin and Newstetter conducted te st-retest

studies which included time intervals varying from two to nine weeks.
They reported correlations of from .70 to .89 wi th a median of .76.
As might be expected, when the time interval between test and retest is
increased, the degree of constancy of sociometric ranks is lowered.
Commenting on the consistency of thoice from item to item of
the sociogram itself, Adams (1964) said:
When the consistency of sociometric status
from one criterion to another has been studied,
the correlations have naturally varied in some
degree with the si mi larity of the criteri a . In
a study of 1,258 si xth- graders, by Gronlund,
five choices were requested for each of three
criteria: seating companions, work companions,
and play companions. The intercorrelations
among criteria ranged from .76 to .89. The
highest correlations were between number of
choices received as seating companion and as work
companion; the lowest correlations were between
work and play criteria.
When properly obtained according to Bonney (1960), sociometric
data have validity for the following classroom uses:
. . . (a) to form subgroups which are composed of
persons who have indicated preferences for each other,
(b) to study changes in interpersonal relations and in
the social structure of a group over a particular time
interval, (c) to determine the extent to which students
of different racial, religious, and social-class group ing
accept each other, (d) to locate indi vidu als and sma ll
groups of individuals who are outstanding centers of
influence i n a particular population in order to utilize
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th eir soci al presti ge in t he ma nageme nt of the gro up ,
and (e) to locate i ndiv i duals wh o are i sol ates or
fringers in order to pl an some kind of assi stance
for them so they may achi eve some deg r ee of
recognition and feeling of belonging.
Administration of th e questionnaire was done by the researcher.
Since children in the lower grades could not read fluently and since a
uniform procedure was desirable, the question naire was read to all
students in the study.

The administration wa s conducted in as natural

and informal a fashion as was possible.

Childre n were asked not to

discuss their choices among themselves. · Each admini stration of the
questionnaire was introduced to each class with the following statement:
''I would like to know which children in this room each of you would
)ike to work and play with.

Would you tell me which children you would

like to be wi t h most? Your choices will not be ment i oned to anyone .
else.''

The researcher then proceeded to read each of the questions and

to explain where the names were to be placed on the questionnaire.
Further explanation and examples were given following the reading of
each question.

Assistance was given to those children in need of it.

The classroom teacher was present in all cases and wa s available to the
children and in aiding them in spelling names they wi shed to place on
the questionnaire.
HYPOTHESES AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
Hypotheses
The hypotheses, stated in null form, which the study determined
either to accept or to reject .included:
~£Qthe~~·
Classes organized upon the
pr inciples and procedures of Poirier ' s team learning
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will not have significant ly fewer social isolates
in them as a result of team learning as measured by
sociometries than classes not using Poirier s
team learning.
·
1

Hypothesis 2. Classes organized upon the pri nciples and
procedures of Poirier 1 s team learning wil l not have
significantly fewer social isol ates and hi ghly rejected fringe
isolates in them as a result of team l ear ning as meas ured by
sociometries than classes not using Poiri er S t eam learning.
1

Hypothesis
organized upon
Poirier S team
less intensely
as measured by
in classes not
1

3. Fringe social isolates in classes
the principles and procedures of
le arning will not be significantl y
rejected as a resu lt of team learni ng
sociometries than fringe social isolates
using Poirier s team lea rn ing.
1

Statistical Procedures
After the experimental classes had been

t~ugh t

using the

principles and procedures of Poirier s t eam learnin g for approximately
1

six months, an analysis of vari an.ce was computed usi ng the mea ns of the
scores earned by .each class on the Georgia Sachs Adams
survey.

1

sociometric

The analysis of variance was selected because its resulting F

ratio indicated whether or not the scores ea rned by fringe social
isolates in each group were significantly different fro m one another.
It is an appropriate statistical analysis since it allows its use with
interval scale data such as those presented.
The investigator chose to apply the chi-square statistical
analysis to the total number of social isolates found in the experimental group and the control group.

The chi-square statistical

analysis was selected as the appropriate statistical analysis since its
tise ts allowed with categorical data such as those presented.

The re-

sulting chi-square score indicated whether or not the tota l number of
social isolates in the experimental group and the con trol group. were
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si gnific antly diff erent from one another.

The same ch i- square procedure

was also used to determine whether or not the total number of fringe
social isolates in the expe rimental group and the cont rol group were
significantly different from one another.
SUMMARY
The third chapter of this report reviewed:

(1 ) the setting of

the study, (2) identification of the population, (3) teacher in-service
training, (4) Poirier

1

S

team learning procedures, (5 } the research de -

sign and test instrument, and (6) the hypotheses and statistical procedures of the study.
Twenty-two classes located in six San Francisco Bay Area school
districts were used in the study.

All of these schools were located in

suburban or sma ll city neighborhoods unlike those fo und in a large innercity area.

Most of the children in the study were achieving at or above

grade level in reading and mathematics.
Team learning procedures were introduced to the teachers of the
experimental classes during three in-service class sessions.

Further

clarification of the principles of team learning was made during additional visits to each district.
A Randomized Control-Group Posttest-only Design was used in the
study.

The data collected using the Georgia Sachs Adams 1 sociometric

survey was treated using either the analysis of variance or the chisquare.
The analysis of the data in the study will be presented in
~hapter

4.

........ .~-. : .·;.>' ...

Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
INTRODUCTION
This experimental study incorporated the use of Poirier s team
1

learning within third, fourth and fifth grade classrooms in an effort to
reduce the degree of social isolation of socially isolated children.
After exposing the eleven experimental groups to Poirier s team learning,
1

both the experimental and control groups were given Georgia Sachs Adams 1
sociometric surveys and their scores compared to ascertain the effect of
team learning on the rejection of isolate and fringe isolate children
within the classes.

An appropriate test of significance was then

applied to determine whether the difference between the scores of both
groups was statistically significant and was greater than might have
occurred by chance.
The data collected and treated were:

(1) the total number of

children receiving no nominations on the Georgia Sachs Adams

1

socio-

metric survey in both the control and experimental groups, (2) the
total number of children with one or fewer social nominations on the
Georgia Sachs Adams

1

sociometric survey in both the control and exper-

imental groups, and (3) the mean of the scores on the Georgia Sachs
Adams 1 sociometric survey for the children falling below the t\ventyfourth percentile of both the experimental and control groups.
Six hundred eleven children from twenty-two classes were selected
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and assigned to a Randomized Control-group Posttest-only Design.
the experimental and control groups re ceived posttesting.

Both

The number

of children in each of the groups, both experi1nental and control is
presented belovl ·in Table 3.
Ta.ble 3 -

The Number of Students in the Experimen t al and Control
Grou ps According to the Number En-olled in Classes
and the Number Present During Posttesting

Group

Number of Students
Enrolled in Classes

Number of Students
Present during Po sttest

Experimental

321

305

Control

313

306

Total

634
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TESTING THE HYPOTHESES
H1QOYJesis __l. Classes organized upon the principles
and pro cedures of Poirier 1 s team learning will not have
significantly fewer social isolates in them as a result
of team learning as measured by sociometries than classes
not using Poirier s team learning.
1

The chi-square was used to test the effect of Poirier 1 S team

learning on the rejection of social isolates by their peers within the
classroom.

Posttest scores of children receiving no nominations from

their peers on the Georgia Sachs Adams

1

sociometric survey from both th e

experimental and control classes were used to determine if the difference
b~tv1een

the total number of socia ·J isolates in each group was statis-

tically signi fic ant.

Upon completion of the computations, no significant
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difference at the .05 level \<Jas found to exist between the number of
isolates in the experimental group and the number of isolates in the
control group.
Since data in Table 4 show a chi-square value less than 3.84
the null hypothesis can be accepted as tenable.

The classes in the

study using Poirier's team learning did not have significantly fewer
isolates in them than those classes in the study not using Poirier's
team learning.

Although not statistically

signifi~ant

in this sample,

the team learning classes actually had more isolates in them than did
the control classes.

Sixteen social isolates were identified in the

Poirier team learning classes

whil~

seven were identified in the control

classes.

Nu~b e r

of Social Isolates and Non-Isolates Observed
in Experi mental and Control Groups in the Study

Groups

Non-Isolates

Row Marginal

16

305

321

7

306

313

23

611

634

Social Isolates

Experimenta 1
Group
Control
Group
--------- --------- -

Total

2.681 (non-significant)
WHh 2 df, a -x..2 of 3.84 is needed, to be significant
at the .05 level.

)(_2 =
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!ilJ:!othesis 2. Classes organized upon the principles
and procedures of Poirier 1 s team learning will not have
significantly fewer isolates and highly rejected fringe
isolates in them as a result of team learning as measured
by sociometries than classes not using Poirier s team
learning.
1

The chi-square was also used to test the effect of Poirier 1 s
team learning on the rejection of social isolates and highly rejected
fringe social isolates by their peers within the classroom.

Posttest

scores of children receiving nominations of one on the Georgia Sachs
Adams 1 sociometric survey were combined with those of the children
identified as isolates in both the experimental and control groups.
These scores were compared to determine if the difference between the
total number of isolates and highly rejected social isolates in each
group v.ra. s significantly different from one another.

Upon completion of

the compu tations, no significant difference at the .05 level was found
to exist between the children in the experimental group and those in
the control group.
Since data in Table 5 show a chi-square value which is less
than 3.84, the null hypothesis can be accepted.
study using Poirier

1

S

The classes in the

team learning did not have significantly fewer

isolates and highly rejected fringe isolates in them than did the
classes in the study not using Poirier 1 s team learning.
t~-~~lthouqh nQ_!._stat_istically_~j_g_n'ificant,

_?.ample usi_.Q_g_foirkt2
r.~e~-t_~cj__fri n ge

t~am

On the con-

the c'lasses in this

learni_ng hadmore i__?_qlates and hi_g.bJ.y__

isolates in them than did

t~e

__gJnt!:_Q}_ __g_toup classes_.

Sixteen social isolates and twenty-nine highly rejected social fringe
isolated for a total of forty-five in combination were identified in
the Poirier team learning classes.

Seven social i solates and
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twenty-one highly rejected social fringe isolates for a total of t\'Jentyeight in combination were identified in the control classes.
Table 5
Number of Social Isolates and Highly Rejected
Fringe Isolates Combined in Experimental
and Control Groups in the Study

Groups

Social Isolates and
Highly Rejected
Fringe Isolates

Experimental
Group

45

Non-Isolates

276

321

- - - - ----

Controi
Group

28

285

313

561

634

--------- -- ---- ---------··-·----------- -
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Total

X 2 - 3.52 (non -- s-i gnificant)
With 2 df, a x_2 of 3.84 is needed, to be significant
at the .05 level.
- - - - - - - - - · - -----.t!Y..29tll__e_si~~·
Fringe social isolates in classes
organized upon the principles and procedures of Poirier 1 S
team learning will not be significantly less intensely
rejected as a result of team learning as measured by
sociometries than fringe social isolates in classes not
using Poirier s team learning .
1

The anlysis of variance was used to test the effect of Poirier
team learning on the intensity of rejection of the fringe social
isolate by his peers within the classroom.

Posttest results of chil-

dren receiving scores below the twenty-fourth percentile on the
Georgia Sachs Adams

1

sociometric survey from both the experimental and

control classes were used to determine if the difference between the

1

S
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me~n

of the sco res for each group wa s statisticall y significant.

completion of the computations, a significant

differenc~

Upon

was found to

exist between the mean of the scores of the fringe isolates in the experimental group and the mean of the scores of the fringe isolates of
the control group.

However, this difference was the direct antithesis

of that anticipated by the researcher.
Since statistically higher social acceptance scores were recorded for the children in the control group than for the children in
the classes using Poirier 1 s team learning, the above null hypothesis
can be accepted.

Table 6 shows an F value of 4.002 and a critical region

equal to all values equal to or greater than 3.930.

However, since the

control group scores were significantly higher than the experimental
group scores, not only must the alternative hypothesis 3 described in
Chapter l be rejected, the converse of that hypothesis should be accepted:

Classes in the study using

Poi~ier 1 s

team learning will have

fringe isolates with significantly lower social acceptance scores than
classes not using Poirier s team learning.
1

SUMMARY
The fourth chapter of this report presented the data of the
study which had been subjected to either the chi-square or analysis of
variance.

Posttest data on the following were reviewed:

(l) the total

number of children receiving no nominations on the Georgia Sachs Adams 1
sociometric survey in both the control and experimental groups, (2) the
total number of children with nominations of one or fewer on the Georgia
Sachs Adams 1 sociometric survey in both the control and experimental
groups, and (3) the mean of the scores on the Georgia -Sachs Adams

1
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)

sociome tric survey for the chi l dren f all in g bel ow th e t wen ty-fourth
percentile in bo t h the expe ri me nta l and co ntrol grou ps .
Table 6
Analysis of Vari ance Results for the Mean of t he Scores
of the Frin ge Is ol ates in t he Con t rol and
Experi me nt al Cla sses in t he St udy

Source of
Variation

Sum
Squares

Deg r ees of
Freedom

Var ia nc e
Es timate

F
Value

Between Groups

3.7

1

3.7

4.002

Within Groups

109.100

11 8

Total

112.700

119

.925

F = 4.002 (signifi cant but direct antith esis of tha t
antici pa ted by the res ea r cher )
With 119 df, a F of3.930is needed, to be signi f i ca nt
at the .05 level.

The .05 level of statistical signifi cance wa s
rejection of

thre~

null hypotheses.

req~ired

for the

The first null hypothesis pertain-

ing to the total number of isolates in both the control and experimental
groups was accepted.

No significant difference was found between the

two groups at the .05 level.

However, there were more than twice as

many is.olates in the team learning group than in the control group.
The second null hypothesis pertaining to the total number of
isolates and highly rejected fringe isolates in both the control and
experimental groups was accepted.

There was no .sig nificant difference

at the .05 level between the isolates and hi ghly rejected fringe
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isolates of the control group and those of th e experimental group.

Again, althou gh not statistically significant, there were more isolates
and highly r ejec t ed fringe isolates in the Poirier team learning classes
than in the

contl~oi

classes.

This difference approached but did not

reach the level of significance.
The third null hypothesis pertaining to the mean of the scores of
the fr i nge i so 1ates in both the centro 1 and exper·imenta l groups was
accepted.

Classes organized upon t he principl es and procedures of

Poirier 1 s team learning did not have significantly fewer fringe isolates
in them.

On the contrary, it was discovered that the Poirier t eam

learning classes in the study had significantly more fringe isolates in
them.
A summa l'.Y of t he study, conclusions, and recommendations for
furth er r esea rc h will be presented in Cha pter 5.

Chap ter G

SUMMARYs CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I NTRODLJCTION

This exper·imental study uti"l ·ized Poirier's tearri learning VJith·in

eleven selected third, fourth and fifth grade experimental classes irt
an effort to reduce the number of social isolates and highly rejected
social fringe

iso·late~;

in those classrooms.

It

~t1as

also uti"lized ·in

an effort to reduce the degtee of social isolation of those children
identified as fringe isolates.

1n tlli s chapte r, · the i nves ti gator presents:
the

study~

( l) a summary of

(2) conclusions relating to the hypotheses, (3) implications

of t he study, and (4) recommendations for·further research.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
f., br 'ief

surnma. ry of the study includes the fol"lowing:

(1) the

setting and selection of participants, (2) the procedure, and (3)
analysis cf that data.
The Setti ng and Selecticn
of
r;a·:rTre:--1-:Ja-ii_G_______ - - - ------·~---1..:... ·· ·~-· --

The setting for the study of Poirier's team learning and social
iso1(:tion. \'ias in six school districts w·i thin a one hundred mile radius

of the San Fran cisco Bay .

Nine schools were randomly selected in these

school distri cts from a possible fifty - four.
71

Four of the schools were
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in suburban communiti es wi th av erage 1970 fam ily i ncome s we ll above
$18,000.

Three of the schools were in small towns in large farm areas.

The neighborhood within which two of the schools were located had average 1970 family incomes of $11,000.

The neighborhood of t he third

school had families with a 1970 average income of $16, 866.
two schools in the study were
nity adjacent to a

lal~ge

city.

lot~te~

The last

in an economically poorer commu-

The average 1970 income of the families

in this area was $7,004.
The Procedure of the Study
Six hundred thirty-four subjects, 321 experimental and 313
control, participated in the study.

Eleven randomly selected control

classes and eleven randomly selected experimental classes were assigned
to a Randomized Control-Group Posttest-only Design.
mental and control groups received posttesting.

Both the experi-

No pretesting was

given.
The children in the experimental groups spent approximately
six months in classes organized upon the principles and procedures of
Poirier's team learning.
six children each.
assignments.

They were placed in learning teams of five or

Each team worked together on many but not all school

The children in each team were instructed to help one

another whenever possible.

Each team had a teacher-appointed team

leader whose responsibil 'ity it was to facilitate team cooperation.
Each child received individual grades for his own part in the
assignment.

Each group received team points for their collective effort.

Rewards were often given for the team performing best.

The class as a

whole often voted on which team they felt had performed best.

Rewards
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were given for achievement in non-academic area.s such as for teacherappr'oved classroom behavior and consideration of others as well as for
achievement in academic areas.

Rewards tended to be small and frequent.

Such rewards as being allowed to select the physical education game fo1·
the day orbeing allowed to go to lunch first were common.
_larger rev1ards such as a specia.l field trip wet'e given.

Occasionally,

It was assuflled

- that this tended . to stjrnulate competition between teams and appeared to
_establish greater team

~~~L!_ .9.~ ~Q.~·

The investigator used the Georgia Sachs Adams' sociometric
surv~y

to .identify the social isolates, highly rejected fringe social

isolates and fring e social isolates in each class.

Following the post-

testlng, the data rei3.ted to the number of social _isolates and the niJrnber of is 1)l ates and highly t·ejected fringe social isolated was sub-·
jected to the chi-square statistical analysis.

The data related to the

degree of social isolation of the children identified as fringe social
isolates was subjected to an analysis of variance.

CONCLUSIONS RELATING TO THE HYPOTHESES
The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of
Poirier's team learning upon social isolation and social fringe isolation of children

wit~in

classes organized upon the principles and pro-

.cedures of Poirier :s team learning.

The findings of this study

reject~d

the hypothesis that classes
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organized upon the principles and procedures of Poirier 1 s team learning
would have significantly fewer social isolates in them.

The posttest

scores of children in the Poirier team learning classes did not indicate
fewer isolates.

On the contrary, although not statistically significant,

the team learning classes actually had more isolates in them than did
the control classes.

Sixteen social isolates were identified in the

Poirier team learning classes, while seven were identified in the
control classes.
!.!,t_l?oth_~ i ~ ___Re_l~_!_l!l_g__!S)__Is.2_l_a te~
~nd

Highly Rejected Fringe Isolates
The findings of this study also rejected the hypothesis that

classes organized upon the prinicples and procedures of Poirier 1 s team
learning would have significantly fewer isolates and highly rejected
social fringe isolates combined.

The posttest scores of the children

in Poirier team learning classes did not indicate fewer isolates and
highly rejected social fringe isolates.

Again, the contrary was true.

The classes using Poirieris team learning had more isolates and highly
rejected fringe isolates in them than did the control group classes.
Sixteen social isolates and tvJenty-nine highly rejected social fr·inge
isolates for a total of forty-five in combination
the Poirier team learning classes.

v~ere

identified in

Seven social isolates and twenty-

one highly rejected social fringe isolates for a total of twenty-eight
in combination were identified in the control classes.

This difference

approached but did not reach the .05 level of significance.
!:!l2.~I!' e~-i~B-~!_a t ;_t!g__tg_
Frli'~9..~__Ls o -!.9 t ~2

The findings of this study rejected the hypothesis that classes
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organi zed upon the principles and procedures of Poirier ' s team learning
would have fringe isolates with significantly higher social acceptance
scores than t hose children in classes not using Poirier's team learning.
In f att, the converse of that hypothesis was true.

Children identified

as frin ge isola te s in the Poirier team learning clas ses had significantly
lower social acceptance scores than thos e in the control classes.

This

of course, was the direct antithesis of the assumptions of this study.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
Bearing in mind -the limitations of the study, it would appear
that Poirier' s team learning increased, rather than decreased, the
degree of soc l3.1 isolation of fringe isolates in this study.

The dif··

fere nce bet'?:eE: n t he mean of the scores of the chi ·1drc: n in t he Poirier
tean1 le arning clas ses and that of the scores of the children in the
control class es was s ignificant at the .05 level .

Although not statistically significan t, the actual number of
isolates in the Poirier team learning classes was more than double th at
of th e control classes.

Too, when the .scores of the isolates and the

highly rejected fringe isolates are combined, the resulting difference
in the total number of children bet't'leen the experimental anri control
group approached significance at the .05 level.

Here again , the re were

more socially rejected student s in the Poirier team learning classes
than in the cont r ol classes.
The investigator views these results with surprise.
the

literature

and

Although

expert opinion did not reach consensus, there was

9ener-o. 1 aqreement t hi1 t . grea ter understa ndi r. g of and r·espect for ot hers
would increa se when child ren had an opportunity to wor k toget her toward
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common goal s.

This appeared especially so if the children's

efforts were for extended periods of time and were freque nt.

coop~rative

It is

surprisin g therefore, to find children in classes usi ng Poirier's team
learning having significantly lower social accepta nce sco res than children in classes not using team learning.
When examining the elements of Poirier's team learning in a
search for possible causes of decreased social acceptance scores, three
possibilities come to mind.
inter-team competition.

First, Poirier's te am l earni ng stresses

Perhaps the constructive va l ue of children

working together toward a goal was not as powerful an influence on the
team members as the possibl e resentment toward academically or socially
weak children when the team did not achieve its goal.

That is, in the

heat of competition, the weaknesses and shortcomi ngs of the socially
less accepted children may have caused more rejection than it was
possible for the new familiarity to cause compassion and understanding.
Second, Poirier suggests that children of equal academic,
creative and social capabilities be equally distributed throughout the
teams in an effort to balance them.

Thus, socially less accepted chil-

dren are placed in different teams.

Rarely are sociometric surveys

given to the class before the team's composition is determined.

Since

no effort is generally made by teachers to place low status children
with those few who have chosen them, teacher-constructed work teams such
as those in Poirier's team learning might actually decrease the chance
of a fringe isolate working with a potential friend.

This problem might

be overcome by requiring that all classes be given a sociometric survey
before team learning was instituted and by placing fringe isolates in
teams with those students who mentioned them on the sociometric survey.
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Third, it is possible that the characteristics of the socially
less accepted child are such that closer rela ti ons with membe rs of the
class only act to reaffirm their dislike or disapproval of them.
In addition to examining the elements of team l ea rning for
possible causes of decreased social acceptance scores, it is also important to examine the procedures used in this study to determine if they,
rather than the treatment, could have affected the results.

Although

the study was conducted in accordance with the res earc h procedures outlined by Van Dalen and Meyer (1966) which incl ude d meti culous randomization, it is possible that procedural factors coul d have influenced
the results in a way not truly reflective of the actual social dynamics
of the experimental classes.
Three such procedural factors come to mind.

First, although

randomization techniques permit a researcher to declare that at the ti me
of assignment

th~

groups were equal, it is possible, th ro ug h the laws of

chance, that they were not.

As Van Dalen and Meyer ha ve stated:

While seemingly strange, the best method of attaining
experimental equivalency is through the use of s imple
randomization techniques . . . . Randomization procedures
do not remove extraneous variables, such as IQ or ag e ,
which may affect the dependent variable, nor do they
control their presence. These extraneous variables still
affect the inquiry, but the laws of chance rather than
the personal bias of the E now operate.
Second, it is possible that a longer period of time was needed
under the Poirier team learning organization to effect a positive change
in the sociometric standing of the isolates and fringe isolates in the
study.

It may have been that six months was not a sufficient amount of

time for the socially less popular children to establish new friendships.
However, since Poirier recommends that membership in le ar ning teams be
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change d every s ix to ei ght we ek s, t he Poiri er t eam l earnin g sys teln
itself may have been a constraint .
Third, the Georgia Sach Adarns sociome tric survey measures only
1

the relative social standing of each child in the class.

It does not

measure social growth or the increased soci al ac cep t ance of those identified as isolates.

It is possible t hat most of t he children in the

class including the isolates grew in social skill because of their experiences in team learning and were socially mor e acce pt ed.

However,

since social growth was general throughout the class , the isolate continued to be one of the least popular children even t hough he too had
increased his social acceptability.

Such an hypothesis would suggest

that the isolated growth only matched that of the other children in the
class.

His relative position in the social hierarchy remained unchanged.
However, assuming such a theory is meritorious , it still would

not explain the significantly lower social acceptance scores of the
fringe isolates in the Poirier classes since their scores were free to
vary and would have reflected greater social acceptance.
Last, it should be noted that although the data indicated a
clear trend toward lower social acceptance scores for children in team
learning classes, team learning was extremely popular with the teachers
and children in the study.

No teacher noted any outward sign of in-

creased rejection of less socially accepted children.

On the contrary,

most teachers commented on how much better the children got along and
how well they worked together and helped one another.
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RECOMMENDATIO NS FOR FURT HER STUDY
The findings at the conclusion of the study r eaffirm Bonney•s
(1971) conclusion that, ••school personnel are warn ed against assuming
that most socially low pupils can be aided by socializing experiences.

11

This study adds to the information already gathered by Barcley and
Jackson (1966), Ashmore (1962), Durrell (196 1), Amidon and Hoffman (1963)
and Poirier (1970).

Since the results of this study contradict certain

aspects of their studies and theories , still further research is indicated.
The investigator recommends that .study be made in the following
areas:
l. Researchers should experiment to ascertain the
effect of competi t ion on social isolates and social
fringe isolates.
2. Research~rs should experimeht to ascertain what
changes, if any, occur in social accepta nce within a
learning team fro m the time it is organi ze d to its
deactivation. Do less socially accepted children become
more or less popular with their teammates as ti me passes?
3. Researchers should experiment to ascertain what
effect placing less socially accepted children with t hose
who have nominated them on a sociometric survey will have
on social status.
4. Since this study•s review of the literature
revealed model-reinforcement group counseling as a
potential aid in reducing the number of social
isolates and the degree of isolation of fringe social
isolates, researchers should experi ment to ascertain
what effect on social status model-reinforcement group
counseling would have.
SUMMARY
The investigator summarized the experi mental st udy in Poirier•s
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team le arning and social isolation and frin ge i solation and reviewed
its findings.

The findings of the study indicated that Poirier•s team

learning did not reduce the number of isolates, the number of isolates
and highly rejected fringe isolates or the degree of social isolation
of fringe isolates in the study.

On the contrary, it significantly

increased the degree of social isolation of the fringe isolates in the
study.
Although Poirier•s team learning was quite popular with the
teachers and students in the study, school personnel are cautioned
against the use of team learning with low social status children.

Al-

though the teachers in the study felt that the children in their classes
cooperated and helped one another more than they had before the institution of team learning, the increased social reject ion went unnoticed.
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